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BY T-E S ACCO\T OFFICE" 'Report To The Honorable
(-;; Charles B. Rangel .

United States House OfRepresentatives

Labor Market-Problems Of Teenagers
Result Largely From Doing
Poorly In School

Measured unemployment is not a good indi-
cator of how many teenagers are having serious
labor market problems. This conclusion was
reached by GAO which also reports that not
doing well in-school is a major component of
this problem.

GAO could find no evidence that being out of
work occasionally as a teeriager has any adverse
effect on future job success pr on the tendency
to commit crime While a teenager.
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20S48
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The Honorable Charles B. Rahgel
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Rangel:

This repott responds.to your request that the Geheral
Accounting Office investigate the extent-and severity of the
teenage unemployment problem.'-The study is,based on both
published reports and original work. It includes analyses
of the high rate of teenage unemployment, teenagers in need
of labor market services, teenage unemployment and participa-,.

tion,the effects of teenage unemployment on crime and future
opportunities, and the mix of services 'needed to combat teen-
age labor market problems.

-We requested comments, from the Department of Labor,..the
Departlhent of Health and Human Servicles, the Department of
Education, and the Council of EconomiC Advisers. The comments
of all'agencies except the Cduncil of EcOnomic Advisers, whi.ch
did not furnish comments, along with our response to them,
tre included in the report,

As arranged with your office, unless you publicly announce
its contents earlier, we plan,no further distribution of this
report until 30 days from the date'of the-report. At that
time we will send Copies to interestedparties and make copies
available to others upon request. ,,

Sincerely yours,

Morton A. Myers
(Director



GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
REPORT TO THE HONORABLE
CHARLES RANGEL
UNITED STATES HOUSE ofr
REPRESENTATIVES

°DIGEST

. LABOR MARKET PROBLEMS'OF
TEENAGERS RESULT'bARGELY
FROM DOING POORLY IN
SCHOOL

In recent years, teenage unemployment, par-
ticularly for black. teenagers, has caused
concern among policymakers. UndeFlying this
concern has been thesharp,increaSe in the
black teenage unemployment ratesince 1970
and'a coincident increase in Crime among all
teenagers. This report results from Congress L '

man Rangels request that the General Accounting
Office(GAO) investigate the extent and, severity
of th teenage unemployffientproblem. It includes
an,ana ybis of

--the significance of the high rate of teenage
unemployment,

--the size and characteristics of the group of
teenagers in need of help,

--the causes-of teenage unemployment and labor
force participation,

--the racial differences in teenage unemploy-
ment and labor force participation;

, 9 I
- -,the effects of teenage unemployment on future
\labor market oppb?tunitres and criminal be=
havipr, and :

--the mix-of berVices needed to combat these
problems.

THE. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE HIGH
TEENAGE UNEMPLOYMENT RATE

.
From 1949,-80, the unemployment rate of white
male teenagers remained about three times higher

.than that of adult males, and bec'ause of this,
some analysts have assumed that teenagers have'
serious and widespread labor market prOblems.
However, detailed analyses of available infor-`
mation indicate that much o the difference in
these rates can be attributed to teenagers vol-
untarily leaving job's and the.labor throe.
Many teenagers do have significant.labor market.\

.

probldms, but the unemployment statistics dO not,"
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by themselves, indicate well the number of teen-
agers who ae experiencing, them (see page 3).

It is necessary to distinguish between teenagers'
employment status and labor market problems. In
addition to those who are involuptarily unem-
ployed, many teenagers with employability prob-
lems (both current and potential) are emplbyed
and others are outside the labor force.

o Unemployed teenagers are only a small fraction
of all teenagers.(see page 5).' Unfortunately,
however,,. this relatively small group is heavily
concentrated among poor and bladk people. Thus,
for bJaCk teenagers, high unemployment in itself
indicates-a serious labor market problem (see
-page 13)'.

NEED FOR TEENAGE EMPLOYMENT ,

AND TRAINING SERVICES

Ascertaining the need for teenage employment
services'is, a subjective, but critical, step
in understanding the importance of-the teenage
unemployment problem. GAO provided a rang/

.of estimates (see page 33).

GAO concludes that using labor force and employ-
ment status as the ;major criteria for need is
not sufficient. A'large,pumber of teenagers
lack the basic read-ing, writing, and.computation
skills required to compete and succeed in-the

-job market.(see page 34). Estimating need thus
requires a detailed analysis of the educational
achievement, labor force status, and demographic

' characteristics teenagers. Using these
characteristics)-GAO estimates t 'hat approximately
962,000 economically disadvantaged teenager's
(16-21 years old) with a high school degree or
lower attainment are most in need of Federal.
assistance (see page 39). This doe's not mean that
a program to provide the assistance will have
to serve..this Many teenagers ever_ y year. Rather,
th6 number in need in subsequent years will de7
penal, on how long the average teenager requires
assistance (see page 42).

tt

FACTORS THAT CAUSE TEENAGE- UNEMPIAMENT

GAO attempted to idenqfy the impOrtant causes
of teenage unemployment and labor force partici-
pation (ee page,47).

ii
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This analysis showed that family income and
living in a housethat receives Aid for Famines
with Dependent Childien (AFDC) are closely tied
to unemployment and nonparticipatiOn among all
teenagers.

.

RACIAL DIFFERENCES IN TEENAGE UNEMPLOYMENT

GAO found that racial differences in teenage unem-
ployment outside the South have been very large
at least since 1940. Surprisingly, non-white
unemployment was lower in the South than white
unemployment from 1940-1950. Since 1970, how-
ever', the difference has increased abruptly in

regioni of the country (see pages 13-16).

GAO could find little evidence of what caused
racial differences in teenage labor parti.cipa-
tion.' Discouragement appears to be only a small '

part of the prOblem (see pages 1,7-20),. However,
teenagers who lack personal qualifications to
hold a job may, after a few bad employment, ex-
periences, drop out of the labor force. Thus,
discouragement due to pool` qudlifications may
be a factor (see chapty 4).

Analysis of other causes provides some additional
evidence on this issue. It show's that, among
out -of- school teenagers,, almobt three-fourths
of the facial difference in labor force partici-
pation is explained by family background. The
analysis also suggests that the growing percentage,
of black teeters in households receiving AFDC
benefits sinc 4960 may have been a cause of the
'relative worsening of their labor force partici-
pation and Unemployment rats in recent years.

EFFECTS OF TEENAGE UNEMPLOYMENT ON FUTURE
LABOR MARKET SUCCESS AND ON CRIME

Teenage unemployment does not seem to have an
adverse effekt on future labor market oppor-
tunities, even for out-of-school teenagers (see,
page 64).-

The claim that a teenager's inability to find a
job cai have an effect on his or her inclination
to commit a crime seems plaisible. However, evi-
dence on the causes of crime does not shed any
light on how important the effect of'unemploymene

The studies that suggest it may be important
are flawed statistically and the studies that do
not have these flaWs deal with things other than
unemployment (see pages 69-75).

Tear Sheet
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Inability to find a job is not the only factor
poteritially contributing to crime. Being unable
toqualify for job would logically seem much"
more conducive to criminal behavior, but, because
df insufficient data, GAO was not been able to
,analyze this group. Teenagers unqualjtfied for
jobs are a serious social problem even if they
do not commit crimes (see chapter 3).

#

Finally, the difference between low wage jobs and'
unemployment might be important. A "job-qualified"
teenager might not be driven to crime by gmoder-
ately difficult period of unemployment, but depend-
ing on aspirations, the prospect of a ,lifetime
of modest or low paying jobs might make crime
attractive.

CONCLUSIONS

Based upon analysis of changes in the employment
of teenagers, G4p concludes that the recent
Federal emphasis on subsidized jobs should be ,

shifted toward finding services that will improve
scholastic achigvement in order,to make teenagers
more qualified for jobs. Trying to find out
how to bring about 8hanes in scholastic
achievement is difficult. Therefore, GAO has
no recommendations for specific remedial programs.
Recognition is given to the possible need fpr
additional research intothe precise compodition
of the remedi'al and informational, service mix
for disadvantaged youth.

The analysis indicates that among out-of-school
teenagers, living in a welfare household had
a large effect on the likelihood of labor force
paricipat4on. This Could mean.that the work
disincentives associated with the currentAFDC
program may be*reducing the root force partici-
pation of out -of- school teenagers, in general,,
And of black"teenagers in particular. A possible
remedy for this prol5lem wcluld be changing the rules
of the AFDC program-to igtiore.all earnings of

ti dependent childrfn regardlegl'of-school status
when determining the family's entitlement. The
labor force partiCipation of AFDC teenagets

) might then increase. GAO thinks thatIkthought
should be given, to making changes in this direc-
,tion.

GAO 'concludes that research and development
activities are needed in the 'following
areas: "

iv
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--developing data bases that contain detailed
historical information on educational achieve-
e.nt and labor force inforMation,

--analyzing the types of jobs performed by
teenagers and young adults to assess the
quality of the work' experience gained, and-

--developing special surveys of teenagers that
analyze the connection between labor market
experience andcriminal behavior.

A AGENCY COMMENTS

GAO sent copies of the draft report to the De-
partment of Education (ED), the'Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS), and to the

.Department of Labor (DOL). Their comhents and
GAO's responses are in app 'eridix

"
FD agreed with all of GAO's conclusions and
made some detailed recommendations for particu-

plar programs. GAO does not concur with all its
suggestibns.

HHSdisagreed with GAd that the earnings of out-
of-school youths in the AFDC program be ignored
when the family's benefit amount is determined.
HHa feels that the existing regulation'is an
important incentive for youths to stay,in

4 GAO' understands HHS'yeasoning. but believes
.that a revised regulation could-doe tested in
several States. GAO recognizes that `youths
need to obtain an adequate skill levelin readiAg
and\mathematics before leaving school. However,

. GAO does not feel that eliminating the'work
disincentive in the AFDC program will tempt .

significant numbers cif affected youth who are
benefitting from.staying in school -to dropout.
On the other hand, GAO does feel that many recip-

, ient youth who have left schools and are not
workiing will enter the labor force--a gain to
society and to the individual. DOL agrees with
GAO that the work disincentive be eliminated
(see appendix III).

DOL does not agree with the GAO conclusion that
other ways of identifying and delivering educaticin.

, and training services to disadvantaged teenagers 0
shoufd be qudied, "nor does it agree that more
research on the link between .teenage'unemployment
and crime should-*e_conducted. GAO 'believes that
research in bOth areas, is badly needed. 4
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

e°

Teenage unemployment has been one of the long- lasting con-
cerns of policymakers. In recent'years, this cbncern has in-
creased. The officitl measured rate of teenage,unemployment has
always teeh considerably higher than that-of adults; the rate of
unemployment among black teenagers is even higher. Government
programs, first established in the early 1960s to focus on labor
market problems oif teenagers, have greatly increased in the last
few years. Underlying these escalating concerns has undoubtedly
been the *harp increase in measured unemployMent among black teen-
agers since 1970, along with a coincident rising crime rate among
all teenagers.

4

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

This report results from Congressman Rangel's request that we
study the-private and sRci41 costs of teenage unemployment and
determine the costs of mounting a job and training program to .

combat the problem. Before estimating program costs, however, we
needed to find (AIX morejorecisely who among all teenagers needs
help from the GoVernment*; how those people can be helped, and the
best way to provide that help. For social costs associated with
teenage unemployment, we summarize what is'known and not knownyand describe how decisiorimakers can apply this knowl dg . Alf
this information is a prerequisite to understanding t costs
of teenage unemployment and must be successfully hand ed before
any comprehensive cost analysis can be made.

Sy

In defining more precisely the nature of the problem, we
attempted in chapters 2 and 4 to discover exactly why teenagers'
are unemployed and how serious a problem it represents. We
looked at the determinants of racial differences' in unemployment.
To assess the factors causing teenagers to be unemployed, We
used multiple regression analysis 1/ as well as a detailed analy-
sis of labor force, educational, and demographic data supplied
by the Cprrent Population Survey (CPS) 2/ and the Department of
Labor (DOL). We were then able to estimate how many teenagers
could benefit from job and training programs. 4

P/Muatiple regression analysis is a statistical technique common-,
ly used to isolate the individual ipfluence of several variables
on one particular variable. This technique is used in chapter
2 (p. 20-21) and in chapter 4, where our own work in presented
in detail.

2/The CPS is the official monthly household survey conducted by
The Bureau of the Census. Numerous official statistics and

.reports are derived from the survey. 9
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In formulating our need athlysis,(chapter 3), we reviewed
other attempts at defining need and assessed other researchers'
criteria., We, present many need estimates of our own using varying
criteria. The criteria used included (1) labor force status and
demographic data, (2) length and reasons for unemployment, and
(3) educational attainment and achievement. On the basis'of our
analysis in chapters 2 and 4 these varying criteria were then
analyzed and:critiqued, and we selected our most pteferred,esti-
mates of the number of teenagers.in need. An important by-product
of our analysis was, developing a better approach toward estimating
the size and characteristics of.those teenagers with serious
labor market prbblems. The approach stresses measures of,illiter-
acy as much as, if not more than, measures of unemployment.

To determine the social costs of teenage unemployment we
examined whether effects beyond immediate loss of income exist and
whether there is a link between teenage unemployment and crime.
To determine-possible long run effects of teenage unemployment,
we used the finAings of studies that used longitudinal data, i.e.,
data gathered by researchers who observe the same individuals in
situations over a long period. When trying to diScover whether
an unemployed teenager would turn to crime, we discovered limita-
tions with the statistical methodology used by the various
researchers we studied (see chapter 5.)

Most of our findings involve negative assertions'and clari-
ficatiOns9rather-than positive statements'about,how a policymaker
can take action to cure a problem. For example, measure teenage
unempioyment, turned out, on closer-inspection, not to be a major
indicator of the labor market problems facing teenagers.''

We feel that the basic problems relating to the empi6yability
of the teenager, both.as a teenager'and later in the'post-teen
period, should be the major focus of public policy. This is not
to say that the problem of a job-ready teenager finding a job is
nonexistent, but that it has a lower priority than the employabil-
ity issue. .Unfortunately we were not able to identify very Pre-
cisely who the teenagers are that have serious employability prob-
lems and what_the underlying causal factors were. We did attempt
'a crude need analysis (chapter 3) that presents estimates of the '

overall size of this population -of youth and their distribution
by poverty and non - poverty status. We were not able to correlate
measures of employability-with measures of teenage crime or future
labor market performance. Our findings with regard to these two
dimensions of social cost relate to 'the offi ial measures of
unemployment, not employability.

2
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CHAPTER 2e

THE TEENAGE UNEMPLOYMENT PROBLEM: AN OVERVIEW

In this chapter we examine four of the fiN"ie main aspects
of our study: the significance of the high measured rate of teen-
age -unemployment, its causes, the racial difference in both unem-
ployment and labor force participation, and whether effects beyond
immediate loss of income exist (the social costs). The fifth
aspect, identifying the' number of teenagers- needing assistance
from Government programs, wi;11 be discussed in chapter 3.

THE HIGH MEASURED RATE OF TEENAGE UNEMPLOYMENT

Figure 1 shows the annual movements and trends in the white
male teenage unemployment rate and the rate for all adult males
20 years old and .over, from 1948 to 1980. 1/ Note how much
higher the unemployment rate is for kite teenage males than for
adults--about Ihiee times higher over the entire period.'

Table 1 shovis part of the reason why the teenage rate is not
as low as the adult rate. For example, examine the new entrant
rate. Because many more teenagers are just beginning to look for
a job, they have a greater chance of incurring a period of unem-
oy.ment from this source. Similar reasoning lies behind the

unemproyment'gerlerated by labor force turnover (re-entrant rate)
and leaving a job voluntarily. /Many teenagers leave the labor
force, then re-enter simply because they poemarily go to schbol,
not work. 2/ Note, finally, that there ishardly

w
any difference

in the rates for involuntary separation.
4

However, the levels of these rates tguit,, entrant, and re-
entrant) do notneed to be as high as they are. Fot example, in
England teenoge unemployment is much lower. Less voluntary job

/
1/We restrict the.comparison here to'white teenagers because black
teenagers have a much hig4er rate of unemployment. In this
section we wish to focus mainly on the age factor; racial dis- P

a

parities wilel be analyzed in the next section. We also pay most
attention tomales, because-female-labor force-partiqpation
decisions are much more complex.

2/The new entrant rate in table 1 exaggerates the importance of
this source, relative to the re-entrant source. According to
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, a new entrant is one Who has
never held-a full-time job, and is looking for work. Since
most teenagers hold part-time jobs, many of the new.entrant

,unemployed have probably been in the labor force already, as
part-time job holders.
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Figure 1

Trends in the White,Male Teenage Unetnployment Rate
and the Rate for All Adult Males

20 Years and Over, 1948.80
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Source: Economic Report of the President, 1981, pp. 267, 269.
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Table 1

Rate of Unemployment, by Sources of Unemployment
Annual Average, 1980, By Both Sexes, 16-19, and Males, 20+ a/

Source of Unemployment Both Sexes, 16-19 , -Males 20+
(percentage)

Involuntary separation
Voluntary job turnover
Re-entrant
New entrant

4.1
1.7.
5.1
6.8

TOTAL (Unemployment) 17.7

fa/This table shows the number in each subgroup of unemployment
divided by the total civilian labor force for the total age

4.2
0.6
0.9
0.2

5.9

group.

Source: Employment and Earnings, vol. 28, no. 7, Jan. 19.81,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Washington, DC.

and labor .force mobility occurs there, and probably lower new
entrant rates as well. For example, one study 1/ ,reports thdt in
Britain most formal apprenticeships'(which ar probably a much
more important source of skilled labor than in the U.8.) must be
started by the time 4 person is16. Thus, jó shopping or taking
a few years to make up one's mind can be very stly.

The comparison bietween the United States nd England suggests
that two socioeconomic factors tend to make t enage unemploymept
higher in the U.S... First, a high degree ocial and economic
Mobility either exists or is perceived to xist among teenagers.
Fewer are following "in their'fathers' footsteps "; many who do
quickly decide to pursue other employment possibilities. This
exploratory activity tends to generate additional unemployment
among teenager8Has well as young adults. Second, the U.S. has a
very high level of per capita income. Thus, mostU.S. teenagers
can choose to have more leisure time than their foreign counter-
parts. Having a job is not a necessity for most U.S. teenagers
and this attitude 'generates the high labor force turnover rate as
shown in table 1.

4

ft*

fi

1/R. Layard, "Youth Unemployment in.Bribein and U.S. Compared,"
presented at the National Bureau of Economic Research Confer-
ence on Youth Unemployment,' Firlje, Virginia, May 17 -18, 1979.

5
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One sociologist, after studying teenage unemployment in inner
cities, concluded

Many boys are underemployed . . . because they value
leisure as much as money, which leads them to seek
only as much work as is needed to get by with enough
of eaCh'. Because many youth support only themselves,
their. preference for underemployment may be based on
a reasoned calculation'of self-interest. Why should
we expect ghetto youths to settle down at age 17 or
18 to the discipline of a year-round-full-time job
that, in effect, denies them the leisdre for."iden-
tity building" we extend to college youths? 1/ 4

Other evidence suggests that ,teenager labor force turnover
is mostly voluntary. According to CPS.data, when teenagers were

' asked what the main reason was why.they did not work at all the
previous yelr or only part of the year (. to 49 weeks), only a
very small percentage replied, "could not find work" (the per-
cente,gelof adults responding with thi reply was mucIDgreater):
Among teenagers who were not in the labor force at the time of
the survey, only about 2 percent responded that they wanted a
job bUt could not find one. 2/ Thus, t portion of the
difference between teenage and adult unem loymentrates due to
voluntary job and labor force turnover nay not represent the
magnitude .of welfare loss we, lsually ssoctaye with adult unem-
ployment: 3/ .b

Low labor force participation need.not necessarily generate
high unemployment. It does sd.becaUsse teenagers tend to alternate
between being in. and (Dint of the labor force. For example, an
1977 about 72 percent of all students 16 to 21 years.old partici
pated in the tabor force at some kime during. the year. However, ,
at any specific time during that year only about 46 percent

1/Edwin Harwood, "Youth Unemployment- -A Tale of Two Ghettos,
The Public Interest, no. 17, Fall, 1969, pp. '7S-87.

2/We assert that in- ability to find a job is not In important
factor in, the high teenager labor force turnover. Some econo-
mistsddisagree with our view; see Kim Clark and L. Summers,
"Dynamics Qf Youth Unemployment," a paper presentedat the
National Bureau of Economic Research Conference on Youth Unem-
ployment, May 17-18, 1979,-Airlie, Virginia.

3/These voluntary factors probably do,'not explain the entire dif-
ference between the teenage and adult rates. Mincer'and Leigh-
ton, Labor Turnover and Youth. Une4loyment, Working Paper #378
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: National Bureau of Economic Research,
1979), show that for out-of-school teenagers and adults, factors
like being new to the labor market account for some of the
difference.

4
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/'
were participating.' For adult males the two percentages were
practically identical. 1/

N

Teenage unemployment differs from adult unemployment in two
other ways relevant for welfare wmparisons.-1 Data on he inci-
sjence and duration of unemployment show ,that teenager have a
much higher incidence but a lower average duration per unemploy-
mentpe'riod than adults. One study 2/ estimates that'for mare
teenagers in 1976 the average completed period of unemployment
was about 7 weeks, while for_ males 25.,to-58 years old it was 11
weeks. Data to part=time/full-time employment show that among
employed male teenagers about 67 percent are employed in part-
time jobs while the corresponding figure for employed adult
males 25 to 54 is only 3.5 percent. A person undergoing a short
period of unemployment in search of a part-time 'job is not in
the same position as one who suffers a longer period in search
of a full-time job. The "need" for a job may be less with the .°11
former; therefore, all the pressures and tensions connected with
unemployment may also be less-.

We do not mean to imply that serious periods of teenage unem-
ployment.are not a problem;' they are. Fiowever, the periods occur
infrequently among all teenagers. Table 2 shows the'magnitude
of the problem of, serious periods of teenage unemployment.
Although'they are not the.only dete!minants of the seriousness
of a period of unemiloyment, the family income leve1,4the school -

status, and the leng of unemployment are, important'. If we
count as serious all periods lasting 11 weeks,,kor more and include
the periods of both above poverty*and in-school teenagers, the
total number of teenagers who had serious unemployment experien-
ces_in 1977 comes to about 1.3 million (about 8 percent of all
teenagers in 1977): If we take 27 weeks as the cut-off point for
a serious period of unemployment and count only the unemployment
periods of teenagers who arq both out of school and from families

'

9 with poyerty'level incomes, the number drops to 74;000 (only
0.5 percent of all teenagers)* 3/

yr A /

1/The fact that labor force turnover underlies the high teenage
rate has been documented by a number pf economists. See Mincer
and Leighton, ibid.; Edward Kalachek, The Youth Labor Market,
Pol ,icy Papers in Human Resources and Industrial Relations, #12
(Ann Arbor, Michigan, The Institute of Labor and Industrial
Relatkions, ehiversity'of Michigan, 1969).

2/Clark And Summers, "Dynamics of Youth Employment," able 1.3,
p. 11. 4

These are overestimates of long term unemployment ng teen-
agers when the economy is at full employment. ,Th year for
which these figures apply, 1977, was definitely still a reces-
sion.year, 'even though the economy was recovering from the
trough of the recession in 1976.'
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Table 2

Incidence and Duration of Unemployment in 1977,
By 'School Status anti FamiAy Income:

All 16-19 Year Old Youths
(000s omitted)

income

r /
, 'Above Poverty Income

NO period . , "" No period
or <. 11 11-14 15 -26 27+ or 4 11 11-14 15-26 27+

..School status weeks weeks weeks weeks . weeks weeks weeks weeks

Major Activity: ..

03 In school 1,179 2Z. ,38 '

c

_ Major Activity
Other 746 31 ,".2 71,

21

-c

24 8,099 11 '151 id3

-..:
. .

''-74 4,019 178- 281 203
'

Source: Special' tabulatioMfyom the public use tape of.the Curient Population
8uriiey of March 1978. The teenage population- is limited to those .whO
had not completedsmore than:high school.

'r
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4: However.poin absolute terms-and in terms.wof black tegnagers,
the picture is not so encouraging, even if we just focus on
serious pdriods.of unemployment. Also, as we have ztressed, the
problem of teenage labor market adjustment is much eager and ,

more complex than indicated.by just looking at serious periods
ofimeasured unemployment.

For most teenagers the significant problems relate tfie
less measurable aspects of labor market behavior -- qualifying
for and holding a job-and making a successful transition from
schpol to work. The teenager must try to get good education
in basic verbal and mathematical skills while 41 high school.
He or she must consider e options after high.school,vocational,

training, college, a jo , or the military--and find out hod sat-
isfactory they are. Teenagers who have serious problems in any
of rthese argas Cut across all employment status categories. 1/
Some will suffer seriots long-term unemployment but others
incur only short periods of unemployment, be outside the labor
force, 9r employed (pee chapter 3).

CAUSES

Although most_periods of measured teenage unemployment are
not lengthy, we would still like their incidence and duration to
be Minimal. Once a teenager begins to look fox a job, the proc-
ess should taketas little time as possible.

Figure 1 (see p/ 4) shows that teenage unemployment, like
adult unemployment, has a significant cyclical cowponent. The
declines anorSlowdowns in aggregate demand that occurred in
1953 -54, 1957-58, 1969-71, and 1973-35 are cletirly reflected in
_swings in the teenage rate. Indeed, thvocycle has a larger
effect on teens than on adults, not because teenagers are in
cyclicalll, sensitive ghdustries, but because firms tend'to have
so little invested in them (e:g., training on the job, experience,
hiring costs, etc.)... Thus, at .the first sign of slack demand, 4
tesnagers'are laid off. Adults, whb tend to be in cyclically
sensitive industries, have valuable training,as' well asiother
attributes that firms do not lwant to lose. Therefore, many
adults are not laid off until the decline in demand becomes more
protracted.

1 When a level of unemployment is reached such that further
ii creases in aggregate spending will cause accelerating inflation,
that rate is usually referred to as the "full employment" unem-

fploymentte or, in some instances, as the "natural rate" of
unemployment. jh'isdoes hot mean that public policy can do
nothing to redued%unemployment further but that such reductidn-
cannot be done by simply increasing the general leye ofmoneta-ry

1

1/Employed; looking foi work; out of the labdr force, want a job;
out of the labor force, do not wantpsjob.
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demand for goods and services. Other factors must be manipulated.
Many diverse causal factors.underlie the level of a group's full
employment unemployment rate. For teenagers, the main reasons
are: (1) the 'special voluntary factor'S mentioned above,---weak
labor force and job attachment; (2) tbig'newness to the labor
market (includingLunfamiliarity with hoig to go. about finding a
job); (3) barriers to downward wage cost flexibility, the most

-, important being the minimum wage laws; t4i shifts in the ldca-
tion of jobs by industry and.locale (e.g., urban vs. suburban);
(5), lk.a.ck of basic qualifications (reading and writing skills);
and (6) discrimination. (Most of our findings on these factors;
will,be discussed in the Section on racial, differences, p.

f Public jobs programs -r

One Federal Program tiNt appears to be aimed at reducing the
full employment unemployment rate of teenagers-is subsidized
public jots. However, we conclude that there may-have been.prob-
lems in executing this approach. When,teenage unemployment is
at its full employment level, most unemployment, is associated i°
with short-term job turnover. No /overall lack of job vacancies
'relative to the number unemployed'exist. Still, she teenagers
will have serious difficulty finding aid holding joes even in
a tight labor market (e.g., because they lack basic reading and
waiting skills).. And, if the public job programs tat benefit
teenagers, which'have mushroomed since tie late 1960ts, were .
targeted on this subgrou?) of arnemployed teenagers, then the
objective of .reducirig the full employment unemployment rate
for teenagers could be achieved. However, if the programs are
not so targeted-and instead are filled primarily with "job
ready" teen -agers who are head,ing quite rapidly an-4;X private.-
sector'job, then these public jobs will only tend to reduce,*

44 employment in the,private Actor and hav,e very little effedt
on the overall rate-of sunemp4oymen't.." Tables 3 4,0 4 .shOw.some
data suggesting that this effect may,haVe actually occurred.'

Table 3 shows data on trends in the pattern of teenage em-
,gloyment changes over the summer months. In the early 1960s, to
large-scale summer.Federal jobs'programs existed for teenagers.
By the late 1970s, a number of.Federalvsummer .jobs programs were-7
providing about '1 mfllion,summer jobs across the country. But the
comparison of the increase in summer employment in the two periods
(1960s vs. 1970s) indicates they, are about-the same. One might
have expected the large growth in.)the summer jobs programs to
have increased teenage employment in the summer months. :Our
analysis above provides one plausible hypothesis to explain this
lack of growth--the jobs have gone mostly to teenagers who would
have been employed quite quickly in the private sector in, the

---ftblence of the Federal program. Of. course, this single compari-
,

son ,does not prove the case. Perhaps the summer employment
increase woald have declined in the absence of the public jobs
programs.

10
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Table 3

10- Teenage Employment Chang es During the Summer Months,'
Males 16 -19: SelectedaYears 1960 -76

(percentage)

Year
May to June a/
( E/AP )

June to July a/.,
( E/AP ) w.100

1960 22.5% 8.7%
61 22.7 8.1
62 . .20.2 10,2

J. .

1976 ..) 16.5 ..) 13.9
77 18:1 - 12378 22.6 9.3

4

a/ E = change irr employment; May to June and June to July.
APIT1 = available pool--hum.ber of teens out of the labor force

or unemployed in May of the year'.

Source: Selected issues.of Employment a94 _Earnings, U.S. Depart-
ment ()I Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

The data.fhtable 4 show that the volume of nonsummer public
jobs for teenagers increased about tenfold between 1970 and
1960.1/. But did this increase lead to Any feductiOn in long-
term unemployment among teenagers? , In 1973, which wastclose to,
a full employment year,' 184,000.teenagers 16 to 19 'years old
were out-of wotik for:15 weeks or more in tote March survey'week.'
In parch )AY7-19-, another full employment year., 235,000 teenagers

'1. 16 to 19 yeaFg-o-fd were unemployed for 15 weeks or more,-an in-
-treasp of 27 percent. During this same period the labbr force of
teenagers 16 to 19'years old increased only'13 percent, so that
the incidence Of long term unemployment among teenagOs actually.
increased significantly over the period that public jobs for teen-
asiers were increasing dramatically.

Other factors could have increased oteeriage unemployment:over
the period, so that in the absence of the public jobs program,long term teenage unemployment Might have increased by even more.
One such fctor was changes in the minimum wage law ;' in 1977, the
coverage of the law was signi9cantly extended. Economic theory
would suggest that this would increase teenage unemployment, bute by, how much cannot be said With certainty. ItNs not likely that
this effect could have been large enough tohave accounted for

1/One major reason for this increase is the economic stimulus
package of President Carter.

1



Table 4

Estimates of NOnsummer Public',Job Slots
Filled'By Teenagers

Fiscal program Outlays Estimated Number of
--,

._ Year (millions) ' Job Shit Year

. 4
.1970
.1971 ,

) $ 98 ,

95

-a: ,.-. 30,6-00
29,740

L972 125 39,000
.b/ .

.

. .

1975 465 °, AP 110,000
1976 989 .215,000
191j. 827 186,000
.19.78 -2,G00 377,000
1979 2,219 382,000
1980 1,860 300,ap0

a/Outlays'are .converted to job slots by dividing total outlays by
;0s-the prevailing Federal minimum wage times 2,000. The result is
-.a "slot year," which generally understates the number of teen-
agerswho' actually participate since the average time spent-par- .

tidipating is less thanl.year.

b/Data for these' Years.were not availa6ae in the required detail.'

,

. .

Source:.-Data on program outlais for 1970-72 are from Special . .
ADalyses: Budget of* he United.States,.chapber on .., .

.Employment and Training Programs.. Data for 1975-8.0 ate
from special tabulations provided by the budget office ,

of the Employment and Training Administration, U.S.
Department of Labor.

. .
.

0
0,

both the observed-50,000 increase in long-term Unemployment and
the approximately 30)3,000 increase in public job slots between
1970 and 1980. It would appear that some fraction of th,aoo,o-oo
increase in'non-sulmes public jobs was not targeted on long-tetm
unemployed teenagers. 1/ This-fraction is ha to estimate with-,

1/ScIme data from special surveys of teenagers also support this #.

suspicion._ The surveys show that the educational revel reached
by, teenagers who occup4 the public job slots ddeg' not difftr
significantly from the educational level of those who did not/
participate in Federal employment and training programs. (See
Michael Borus et al., PathWayS to the Future: A-LonTitudina17-j-
Study of Young Americans, Center for Human Resource Reseercil,
Ohio State University, 1979.) This, of course, 'may not be
significant giVen that few'teenagers are "left back:" Clearly;
test score data of some kind are required.

:1121111011MJI
26,
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out much more research. We feel that the magnitude of the frac-
,. tion'may be significant.

RACIAL DIFFERENCES

Unemployment has been the most persistent economic difference
between blacks and whites, especially among teenagers. Indeed,
in the aggregate U.S.' data (see,figure.2), the pattern of the
long run trend seems to defy all reason--unemployment rates were
similar until the early 1950s; by 1980, 18 percentage points sep-
arated the two rates (black males 16-19 vs. white males 16-19).
This difference increased during a time of greater awareness
of racial discrimination; when steps were supposedly being taken
to reduce the difference.

Another' nagging problem with this trend is the widespread
belief that the difference between the two rates greatly under-
states the true difference. This.belief is caused by the very
large difference in labor force participation rates; many feel
that thi,s represents large numbers of discouraged black teenagers
who would be willing to work at reasonable wages if they could on-
ly find jobs. This difference in labor force participation rates,
like the unemployment rate difference, also emerged quite abruptly
by the early 196,4. By 1979, the labor force difference among ,-
males (16-19) had grown to 20 percentage points-43.9 percent for
blacks versus 64.8 percent for. whites.

The potential implications.f6r unemployment rat4,differences
are very largee.., if black teenagers .are assumed to exhibit
the same labor force participation rate as-white teenagers, by -

counting enough black teenagerswho were outside the labor force
as unemployed, then the unemployment rate for black males (16-19)
in April 1979 would have risen from 32.5 percent to 56.7 percent.
The rate for white male teenagers was 13.3 percent daring the dame
month, so the true unemployment rate difference might be as large
as 41 percentage p6ints.

Is this possible? Could it be that 25 to 30 years ago black
and white teenagers in the same labor market who wanted a job had
about the same probability of finding one? And the4h, after dec-
ades of what appeared to be progress iR many areas of civil and
economic rights, the probability for a black teenager has fallen
to only one-half that of a white teenager? We present analyses.
Df some familiar data that; while they, do not completely explain
the trend or the level of the difference, do provide some clarifi-
cation of this very puzzling situation.

Long-term trends in the
unemployment rate difference

,,Up until 154, black and white teenage males had about the
same average unemployment rate. While the quite sudden.appdarance
of a difference in the countrywide data has been widely,.i.rier-
preted as representing an abrupt and general deterioration in

4
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Figure 2

Unemployment Djfferences, 1948.80'
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Black Males
16.19 Years

White Males
16-19 Years

6.0
1948 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80.

Years 19413.80
Source: EmploirtOSV-rh'RfTraining Report of the Pres ent, 1979, U.S. Government Printing OffiCe, Table A21-,

and Economic Report of the President, 1981, Th le'S31.
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market conditions facing youbg black males, nothing could be more
7 misleading. The reason'is shown by the data in table 5, whi9h

gives teenage unemployment rates by color (white and nonwhite)
and reWA for decennial census dates 1940 to 1970 and the CPS
for March 1978. Note the dramatic variation in the difference
by region, especially in 1940 and 1950. Nonwhite male teens
actually had- lower unemployment rates than white male teens in
the South before 1950. This seeming anomaly occurred because
most nonwhite teens in the South were in rural areas where
measured unemployment was very low. 1/

From table 5 it is clear that from 1940 to 1970 the labor
market conditions facing nonwhite teenagers outside the South did
not, worsen; as is suggested by the aggregate data for the U.S.
as a whole--if anything, the data suggest improvement. The
growth in the difference .in the aggregate data was due to the
shift of the'nonwhite teenage population out of the rural South
and the emergence of a significant racial difference within the
South region. 2/

Since the 1968-70, period, however, there has been a definite
widening of the difference that is pervasive- across all regions,
types of plates (e.g., center cities and suburbs), etc. If we use
1965 as a year in which the economy was operating at a full employ-
ment level of output, we can calculate the size of increase in the
difference in unemployment between that year and 1979. The dif-
ference for males. grew from 10.4 perdentage points in 1965 t9 17.9
percentage points in 1979.

A few observatiOns need to be emphasized. One is that the
large and pervasixe difference is not a post-1954 phenomenon.
It has been with dA in the non-South Since at least 1940. 3/
Also, in the South in 1940 and 1950, teenage unemployment differ-
ences between the races were smallest. Finally, the recent in-
crease in the difference since 1970 comesafter°30 years of a
gradual decline in .the difference outside the South. 4/

1/Howeve, even within urban areas, the racial difference in
unemployment has always been- lower in the South than elsewhere.

2/The data in table 5 sugges'a worsening of labor market condi-
tions for nonwhites, for the 1940-1970 period,-in the West
region. However, the trend is not continous as it is in the
other regions of the country, and therWest was much less popu-
lated 'than other regions.' The difference between the South and
the rest of the country (of which the Westi a smaller part)
is what is important in the context of our discussion.

3/A singl -e exception tb this occurs in the West between 1940
and 1950.

4/See footnote 2.
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Table c

Unemployment Rates a/ By Color b/ and Region,
Decennial Census Years and '1978,

Males 16-19 Years Old

1940 - 1950 , 1960 1970, March 197'8White Nonwhite White Nonwhite White Nonwhite` White Nonwhite White Nonwhite
--I-4\ .

Northeast 35.0% 52.7% 16.7% 34.2 0%,, 11.5% 242.6% 8.9%' 18.9% 18.1%. 51.2%

North Central 23.1 43.6 'a9.1 29.1 lo.10.7. 25.7 10.1 23.0 13.3 49.3/*

.

H South 16.6 14.1 9.0 8.5 10.2 12.6 '9.3 '.15.4 15.5 36.7 :

0

West 23.1 12.4 16.2 25.1. 13.1 20.3 14 27.2 17.3 33.1

a/The number who were looking for work glivided by the number employed plus the number whowere looking for work.
\

b_/For 1970, the data are for black vs. nonblack.

Source:' 1940-70 are from the U.S. Bureau of the census, Characteristics of the Population,
o! the various decennial censuses. 1978 is from a special tabulation from,the
March 1975 CuErent Population Survey using the public usg4file.
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Participation rate differences
--their significance

Most investigators-of teenage unemployment view the lower
black labor force participation as reflecting large numbers of

4black teenagers who want to work at the going wage nd working
conditions but who cannot find jobs even after spending a reason-
able amount of time looking. These people are. called "discouraged
workers" becaUse they want a job and have looked for one but have
stopped looking (and are therefore counted as out of the labor
fclvo/ln the official statistics). 1/

'Although discouragement is undoubtedly a factor underlying
the participation,difference, it is important to point out that
other factors could also be at work. One is that black teen-.
agers, because.of their general lower level of education and
measured level of achievement (see chapter 4, p. 58),
cannot obtain as high payin or as "mice" a job as white teenagers
and this causes them to reduce their participation. Another
factor is the higher percentage'of black teenagers in AFDC (wel-
f4e) families and the work disincentives present in th1at program.
Our multipleAregression analysis attempts to shed some light
on these two factors.

t he existence of these two additional factors should lead
policymakers to be concerned about the lower labor force partici-
pation by black teenagers. It clearly would be better for black
teenagers to be able to command wages and working conditions as
high as whit'e teenagers arid not be subjected to the work disin-
dentives of the AFDC program. However, these causes_ may not be as
socially. divisive as discour ent, which arises if lar0 numbers
of black,teenagers after e ended searching cannot find jobs even
though they are willing to accept low pay;and less desirable work
ing conditions. Thus, it is important to look for whatever evi-
dence one can find on the discouragement factor. The CPS provides
a source of evidence on this issue,, collecting data from teenagers

1/By a "discouraged worker," we mean someone who has spent-a con-
siderable time trying to find a-job at the going market wage
and-unemployment conditions. The purpose of the concept is to.
get a better measure of tAe actual rate of unemployment. any
individuals who are outside the labor force and whe never
looked for work would, however, enter if their expected wage
level rose sigficantly. This group, which Contains a con-

,

siderable number of *omen and teenagers, is not considered to
be in the category of "discouraged workers," for the purpose

4of unemploymeht analysis.
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outside the labor force on their job desires and reasons for being
.outs.of the labor force (see tables 6 and 7) . 1/

Table 6

..Teenagers with No Work Experience in 1977,
By Main Reason for Not Working
(16 to 19 Years Old, Both Sexes,
And Major Activity in March 1978)

(percentage distribution)

Main Reason

Could not
find work

Ill or
,disabled

Taking care
of home

Going to
school

In armed
forces.

Other

. . School
Black Nonblack

4.2

0.5

0.3

94.2

0.5

0.4

96.0

0 '0.1

0.6 1.-0

Other
Black Nonblack

14.3 9.0

2.7.

29.0

46.6

0.6

3.8

29.3

48.4,

. 0.7

6.7 8.8

Source: Special tabulati9s from the CPS public use tape of the
March 1978 survey-

1/Actual 8- CPS the mother usually retponds. The, t
0 _

'longitudi survey from the Ohio State Center for Huma
source Research (which queries the teenager directly) in ates
that both white and black teenagers report considerably more
employment and un6ployment than is recorded for them in thp
CPS. The participation rated of blacks and whites are very
close in these data and the unemployment rate differential is,
about `6 percentage points higher. These results suggest that
in rtality there may be.very little racial difference in parti-

. cipation. They also suggest that only about one-third of the
CPS measured differences participation is actually additional

. unemployment differentia . However, this set of data may have
its own problems. Teena ers, under intensive questioning, may
report very.trivial or ven nonexistent job-seeking and employ-

.
16 A ment experiences (i.e., the "HawthOrne Effect"). See Michael

E. Borqs et al., Pathway to the Future: A Longitudinal Study
of Young Americans (Preliminary Rep9Tt: Youth and the Labor
Market-1979, .Center for 'Human Resource Research, The Ohio
State University. r---

0
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Job Desires of Persons Not in the

Table 7.

Labor Force
(Both Sexes 16 to 24 Years Old; Fourth

Cob Desires and Reasons White
1979 1980

Total not in the labOr:force
(000s omitted) 8,31 9,079

Dp not want a job now 7,334 -7,368
(percentage of total) 82.1% 81.1%

)

Want a job now
(percentage of total).

Reason for not looking
(percentage distribution),

School attendance
, I31 health, disability
Home responsibilities
Think could not get a job
Other reasons

1,596
17.9%

57.6%

13.9%
8.5%

17.0%

Source: Employment and Earnings; Departmelof LaiE:6r,

1,712
18.9%

and Reasons for Not Seeking Work
Quarter Average, 1979-80)

Black and Other
1979 1980

2,355

1,709
72.6%

647
27.4%

2,455

1,794
73.1%

660
26.9%

55.2% 51.6% 50.4%1
3.6% 5.1% 3.3%

14.9% 116.81 14.4%
10.8% 13.4% 20.1%
15 \5% 13.0% 11.7% :

Bureau of Labor4Statistics,
Table 40, January 1980%
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For individuals who did not.have any work experience duringthe previous/year the question was asked: "What was the mainreason did not work in 19 ?" The respondent is giventhe choices Listed in table.6.' Among teenagers, whose majoractivity was attending school on the survey date,only very small
percentages said ,that inability to, firidkork Was'their main
reason for having no work -experience the previous year. This wastrue for blacks and nonblacks with a slightly 4eater percentagefOr blacks. Among nonstudents, as me would expect, the percent-ages responding "inability to find work" were significant4 higheragain with blackf having higher percentages than-nonblacks.

Individuals whie are not in the labor force at the time ofthe survey interview are asked about their job desires and rea-sons for not seeking work. Although the data in table 7.are notlimited to teenagers (they include "the 16 to 19 age group), they
should still be /indicative of radial'differences among teenagers.The data show that the great majority of young people who areoutside the labor force do not describe themselves as discour-aged workers.

However, these diffkences in the percentage who reportt15iselves as discouraged workers can explain onlly a small frac-,orl of the large differences inl incidencencidence of nonparticipa-?tioa. If all the black teenagers who responded that "inabilityto find a job" was the main reason for no work experience in 1977are subtracted out.of,the "no work experience group". and placedthe "some work experience group," their rate ok'no work expe-rience would fall from 54.7 percent/to 50.9 Percent. The corres-ponding fall for white Males would be from 27.0 percemt"tO 26.0percentialmostthe entire gap in participation rates would remain.
.ut 6:10

It can be argued that the'sprvey data 'on reasons and j-0bdesires is en imperfect gauge of how much` a, teenager actuakfy-looked for and/or desired a job during the year. This isespecially so for teenagers who lack the prerequisitepereoplqualifications. After_a few discouraging experiences with 'employment,- they may just respond to the CPS that they are notinterested in a job. -As we show in chapter 4; there are largeracial differences in indicators of job qualificaVions (e.g.,standardized test scores) so that this source-of discoeragement(not being able to -qualify fOr a job) may be a significant cause ,of th racial difference. What our empirical data seem to sup-port is the conclusion 'that racial differences in labor foree,participation are not accounted for by racial differendes,in other-wise qualified btt discouraged workers. They may be accountedfor fly differences in qualifications.

Multiple_ regression analysis,

To explore some of the other possible determinants of racial,differences in participation and unemployment, we hypothesized -.a linear relation betwten the variables and fitted multiple ,



regr'aSion equations to data oh individual teenagers (March 1977
CPS tape). We analyzed both unemployment and labor force partic-
ipation. 'The'debeiis of" our analysig are to chapter 4; here we

4, 'report the main findings for the racial diffetendles.

Controlling4or the effects of family ,income, residence
In a welfare householUyears° of schooling completed, and region
of residence explains,Nabout- 70 rcent of tire racial difference
in labor force participation -rates among out-of-school teenagers.
Among.youn,9 out -of- school teenagers (those 16 to 17 years old)
these same'variables.explain practically-the entire unemploment
rate difference. Ambng the older people but of school, the vari-

r4 'ables can explain only about 20 percent -of the differenog in the
incidence of long term unemployment over the year.., For the out-of-
school teenagers, the welfare household variable measures the
work distncentive effects of the AFDC program 1/ as well as the

. ,lack of'access to vnformal channels of job information and low
scholastic achievement.

4

Among'in-school teenagers, these same variables were able to
eulain much less of the racia diffeiences--about 35 percent of
the lab6r-, force participatio difference and only'16 percent of
the unemployment rate ;differe e.. However, a/major variable that
we were not.-abie to ,control f -in our equations was academic
Aachievement in basic reading, writing, and arithmetic skills. The
CPS data file contained only,the number of years of schooling
attained. We did not have a good indicator of how much was ac-
tually achieved-by this pttainment. There is much data showing
that with the same number;of school years completed white teen-
agerg bcdre significantly higher than black teenagers on achieve-
ment tests (see chept4.41 pp. 56 to 61), and other studies
have shown that 'these: .scorese,,,ar significantly correlated with
measures of earnings and4110success among' young, adults. These

''''.achievement tests.result!a'tei in.turn, very strongly influenced
by the quality of chooling, fainily'income,'and,other background
characteristics.

Our regression results also help exrq.;61 the trends in both
unemployment and labor Orce participation- differences. During
the period1961-73, the percentage of black teenagers who were
recipient children in AFDC households increased significantly
relative to white teenagers (table-8). Our regreSsion analysis

1/Under AFDC program rules, a teenager whovis 14 or over but still
a member of Xheuhkt for benefit determination lay have some of
his.earmings offset against family benefits if he is not enrolled
in school. If*he is a,full-timestudent, all of his earnings
are disregarded for benefit deterMination purposes. However,
States may, if they choose, disreprd "reasonable. amounts" of,
earnings of nonsaldenti for the future use of the children. Some

`States now do'this; others do not. Also, if the nonstudent
teerfager is working in a pUblic service job.sldt, he is treated -

like a student for AFDC benefit deXermination pprposes.

21 vt.)/C."
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Table 8

Teenagers WhoPare Recipient Children a/
Under the AFDC Program by Race: 1961-77

(percentage of all teenagers)

Year * Black White

1961 6.0% ,0.9%
1967 9.0 1.5
1969 11.6 1. (7

1971 15.3 2.4
/973 16.0 2.4 J."

1975 15.8 2.7
ay& 1977 14.2 2.8

..
a/Teenagers can beireceiving AFDC benefitA without being recIplent,

children--the c411 be young mothers who qudlify because they are .

v unable to support their children. Therefore, among teenage
females, treads in child recipient rates will tend to fall if
teenage illegitimacy and divorce rates rise.

,
1.

Source: Findings of-the 19 AFDC Survey, Part 1, Demographic and
Program*Chanacteristics. Recipient children by age and
race were estimated `assuming that bla-ckg and whites had
the same au,-(olistribution. Copies ofthe va0.oug surveys

' can be obtained from the Office oi'Research and Statis-
---

4* tie**, Social Security Administration. ' --.,,,

f '

predicts that a decrease in labor force participation rela ive to
iWhites would take placeialthough,not of the magnitude ybs rued.

Similarly, our analysis indicates that some of the large jump in
the unemplbyment rate difference that took place between the late.
1960s and the present may have been due to the sharp acceleration
in the grolAth of the percentage of black teenagers'in AFDC house-
holds between 1967 and 1973. "Again, however, the magnitude of
the increase is much greater than would lave been predicted by

,.our equatiqns.

.The minimum wage may have played- some rale' in
,

the increase.
Before the sharp recession-of 1973-75, black teenagecrs had-lost
some ground;to,,white teenagers, as'compared to 1965 (the last
normal or full-employment ye'af.as opposed to the averfull years
of 1968-69), b4tnot too much. The'recession hit both black and
white teenagers hard.but blacks did not seem to recover fully
curing the ensuing recovery while white teenagers did. In January
1977, the coverage of the minimum wage was greatly, extended, mean-
ing that a significant number of low Wage jobs were.made subject

(to the law just .as the recovery,was-gaining.momentum. This couLd. .

-have-been the factor that stopped black teenagers from participat-
ing fully in the recovery.

22



Summary
0

We have attempted to clarify two very puzzling and troubling
aspects of the racial differencesin teenage unemployment--,the
apparent absence of any unemployment difference before 19,54
the potentially large "true" unemployment difference tbat

, exIst if discouragement were the major factor underlying the
large racial differenCe in participation.

Although the participation difference far from being fully
understood, we think that a simple discouragement hypothesis,Ithat
otherwise qualified teenagers cannot find a job, is not a signifi:-
cant factor. Discouragement, because'of chronic inability to hold
a job, may re a factor,_but its relative importance (e.g., vis-a-
vis incentives tb-work) is clearly in doubt.

We think there are two major unresolved issues--why did the
blapk teenage unemployment rate rise so sharply since the 1965-

,
70 period?; and what factors underlie the large and persistent
(40+ years in the non-South) teenage unemployment difference?
Our judgment (based partly on our survey findings) is that lower
scholastic achievement, which, in turn, is a function of many fam-
ily background variables, and lack of access to the crucial in-
formal channels of job vacancy information will be major factors
in resolving these issues.

SOCIAL COSTS

Much of .the concern over teenage unemployment stems got so
much from its effect on the current income of teenagers, But from
itsfpotential effecylion their propensity to commit crime and from
its possible effect on their future (post-teen) prospects in the
labor market.

We ha e surveyed the available evidence on these two issues.
On the effects on future labor market success, the data show that
for'Most unemployment peridds thereis no affect. For periods of
unemployment incbrred while enrolled in school there is no dis-
cernible effect on future employment and for periods incurred
while not enrolled in school there is a small negative effect.
However, this is true only for black teenagers who experience
very long periods of unemployment. 1/

1/Strickly speakibg, this conclusion plies only to male teen-_
agers: Females were not studied in,,the more reliable study on,
which we base our conclu9ion for males. In one study (which is
.much less reliable because we could not check the methodology
used) there was'an apparent significant negative correlation
observed.for women (not for men). The inter.pretation of4the

cdata is complicated in that among women propensities for serious
labor force attachment as an'adult vary sharply, which is 11:9t

-23



-The data set that underlies these conclusions is well de-
signed for he purpose. The data are longitudinal to.that\the
same individuals are observed over a number of years. This makes
it possible to-observe directly, whether individuals who experitnce
unemployment during their teens are the ones who have future
labor market difficultiey

Unfortunately, we cannot speak with as much certainty about
the possible teenage crime-teenage unemployment link. A number
of economists have studied this relatkaaship and have generally
concluded that there issuch a con tion. However, our analysis
of the data and mdkhodologies under 'ng these studies leads us torejeCtthe conclusion that there is evidence of a'significant
causal relation. We feel that a more balanced conclusion is,that
thpre is as much evidence for the linkage as'there is for a
numl9er of alternative hypotheses that,dre Consistent with the
same empirical- data.

The economists used two types of data frameworks-- cross-
sectional and time series. In neither of these data frameworks
has anyone yet worked with data on the same individuals before
and after some became unemployed (as has been done with the

t teenage uaemployment4future employability hypothesis) . This is
the fundamental flaw in the evidepce on the unemployment crime.
link., The data units lvve all been averages for all teenagers in
an area (for the cross- ectional studies) or for one area over
time (the time series studies).

-*

The cross - sectional studies'usually ('but'not always) find
that aeaq, (cities, census tracts within a city, States) with highA

teenage unemployment rates have high teenage crime.rates.. How-
ever, in none of the studies we examined were the studies able to
specify and measure othef factors that affect the crime rate and
that could vary acrotg areas. This is particularly.important
in the case of crime because many studies by sociologists 'Eased
on individual teenagers show that gactors'lik9./parental rela-
tions, personality type, peer group'pressuresland the liker are
important causes of crime. Moreover, these same factors can also
cause unemployment rates to be high aswell. That isi the same
personality problems that lead a teenager to commit crime may

_ also make Lt difficult for him or her.to hold down a j'ob.' Also,
whether or not a teenager-has a job may ,be largely irrelekant to
whether or not_he or she commits the crime. Thus, the possibil-
ity of spurious correlation is high.

the case <among male teenagers. If these tendencies are asso-
ciated with more attachment while a teenager, then one would
observe a correlation between unemployment as a-- teenager and
future labor market performance, but it.would only reflect these
varying propensities, not the effect of the early unemployment.
Of/course, one could argue that the tendencies,themselves might
be influenced by early unemployment experiences. Clearly more
empirical studies are required.,
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Another possible interpretatidn is that family income and
the unemployment status of the parent(s) influence teenage crime:
We would still .observe a correlation with the teenage unemployment
rate because it, .would _tend to be correlated with -the adult rate
across areas.

Figuriis 3 and 4 show the evidenbe revealed in the time series
studies. The crime rate and the unemployment rate trends are in
the same direction. these trends account for most'of' the corre-
lation in the time series data. When the common trend is netted
out, the correlation between deviations from trends in'the two
series irs.much weaker. As-with the cross sectional results, the
common trend correlation could easily be attributable to ,a tArd
factor influtneing both crime and unemployment. Another possi-
bility #hen using time4seriessis that.,each series is being influ-
enced by a variable specific to itself--e.g., increasing cover-
age,of the minimum wage underlies the uptrend in the 'unemployment
rate' and-,decreased enforcment by metropolitan police forces
underlies the uptrend in the crime rates.

Perhapd the most disturbing thing about the aggregate time
, , series data- isrthe inconsistency in the aorrelation across races.

For white people, for-whom the crime rate rose. even more, unem-
ployment hardly increased at all between 1965 and 1979. For ,

black people there was a substantial increase. (To isolate trendS
in unemployment, o ust go back a few years prior to 1967, the

)!
year most ec o fists feel was at the beginning of a period of
over-full'em oyment.) ,

'Perhaps tpe most potentially convincing evidence thh,t in 4t_
creased unemploympnt may Cause an increase in crime is that the

<arrest rate for both races appears to respond to the sudden sharp
increases in unemployment associated with fairly deep recessions.
We .know that these,a,re associated with higher layoff rates among
teenagers 'and set the stage fora plausiblt'causal relation
ri1nnin from increased .involuntary unemployment to crime. Unfor-
tunately,'even this aspect of the empirical record is difficult
to accept withoutreservation. Note (figure 4) that among yobng
blacks this cyclical association has not been so close. I

additiobic there is a competing hypothesis just as compelli g to
'explain Elie observed data--that is, it is family "income, n t
the unemployment of the teenage, per Se, that is relevant to crime

° decisions. As with the cross-sectional data situation, the unem-
ployment rate of the mother and/or father would rise at the-same
ime the rate for teenagers rose and build in observed cycli-

relationship. Again, without microlongiAnal data on
same 7grouR of, individuals, it will probably not be possible.to
resolve the question.

ft



Figure 3

Airests Per 1,000 and Unemployment Rate
for White Males, 16-17 years Old
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Figure 4

Arrests Per 1,000 and Unemployment Rate
for Black MaleS, 16-17 tears Old
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CHAPTER 3

NEED ANALYSIS

Although finding a j.ob is not a serious problem for most
job-qualified youths 1/, qualifying for a job while a .youth and*
making a successful transition from school to work to career def-
initely is, and it is likely that many youths do need Government
assistance to make this transition. However, we feel that pre-
vious attempts to accurately identify these youths using primar-

,

ily employment and labor force Status data are inaccurate and
misleading. 'For example, sJe reviewed. five studies made by the
Department of Labor and other researchers 2/ and found that the
need estimates varied widely, from 379,000 to 3.7 million youths
(see appendix I). All but one of the studies assumed that em-
ployment and labor force status alone can be relied upon to

.44 accurately identify the number df youths in need. We feel that
this asiumption,is not very useful and develop an, alternative
approach using educational achievement, as well as labor force
and demographic' data.

The set of characteristics that'-would be needed to accurately
identify all youths who were going to have problems making a suc-
cessful transition. from school to work to career is surely longer
than scholastic achievement and employmerit status. Hoyever, as we
will show, there is a sObbtantal amount of empirical evidence
showing that an adult's and young adult's job success is signif-
icantly affected by the scholastic achievement level; Thus, we
feel that our need estimates will be a signifiCant improvement
over those that,just used the employment status characteristics.
Still,'it is important to keep in mind that other potentially
important characteristics are not being used--e.g., the amount
and quality of a job and the career information available from
parents and friends. We first present estiMates based on employ-
ment.criteria alone and then those based on both scholastic
achievethent and employment criteria that, in our judgment, best
-fdp-tegents the youths most in need. For each approach, we present
overall estimates and then break them down by school enr011ment
and family income status. The reason for presenting the wide
range of estimates is so th7t-the reader can judge which criterion
is more appropriate.

1/In this chapter, "youths" (people 16-21 years old) has been
substituted for "teenagers." Where the age group changes, it
will be noted.in text .

2/David Swinton, Urban Institute; Robert Le ''n, Department of
Labor; Robert Taggart, DepartMent of Labor; Feldstein and
Ellwood, National Bureau of Eco mic Research; and the National
Commission for Employment Policy (see appendix I).
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"NOT WORKING" CRITERION

Employment status is the most ohvioui-apd commonly used cri-
terion for id tifying youths with labor market needS. Using an
overall meas f job essness (either unemployed or out of the

-labor force results n the largest need estimate-over 10.5 mil-
lion youths of all '..come levels. This estimate can, however,
be gieatly redu by limiting the coverage to certain subgroups.
Table 9 shows the range df estimates based upon poverty and
school status. Within this group are subgroups of youths whose
characteristics indicate far greater need for employment and
.training services. For example, we could present an intermediate
range of need estimates that only includes poverty level yodths

- who are not employed (639,000 - 2,072,000). Within this group the
severity of need probably varies significantly. The 639,,000 figure
includes only high school dropouts who would likely face the
most difficult obstacles to employment.

This simplistic use of labdr force data as the major indicator
of .need has severalproblems. First, estimates 'including all
unemployed youths are inadequate because they overlook the length
of unemployMent. As a-result, temporarily unemployed youths who
are experiencing little hardshliaare included. Second, counting '

all youths outside t e labor force overstates the size of the
problem by including ose who really do not want a job or whose
family or other responsi ilities pr6hibit their working. This
problem can be minimized by providing, estimates that exclude in-
school youths or brspecifying tAat .they_ should receive.differen,t
employment serviced from those who are out of school (i.e., part-
tirqp work experience versug\a full-time job.) Third, these
estimates ignore those employed youths who may have considerable
long-term labor market problems. In particular,.those out-of-
school youths whose em.ploymentidoes not raise their total family
income above the povertyrievelLare probably lacking the education
or skills needed for a better paying job. Analyzing ehe needs,
of this group would require more detailed data on their education
andawork experience.

In conclusion,.this popular approach of 'equating youth unem-
ployment!problems with overall jobless rates (whether looking
for wor,,k czbr -pot) isfoversimplified. Youths who are jobless for
short perl are included in need estimates wh'le employed
youths, serious labor market deficiencies re excluded. Fur-
ther, those estimates'that ignore school statu are misleading
becaus# of the peculiar situatiort of youths who arkin.a school
to work transition., An analysis of the unemplo en probleM
thus 'requires a more detailed breakdown of the labor,force data,.
as well as education and othencharacteristics o youths.

DETAILED WORK EXPERIENCE CRITERION

044second set of need estimates is based upon'the work expe-
rience of youths during 1977. In particular, we examined the

29
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Table 9Gt.

, Labor Force Status
by Poverty, Level and School Status, March 1978

(in thousands) a/
r.

L

Below Poverty Poverty or Above
Not in Not inSchool Status Employed Unemployed Labor Force Employed Unemployed Labor Force. ,

.

Major Activity:
-.-

,

In School 197 .144 997.- 2,831 715 5,229
, w Major

e
Activity:

0
Other

45

High' school
graduate 305 109 183 4.,227 554 716High school--
dropout, 324 , 180 459 2,044 441 799

lubtotal 629 289 642 6,271 995 1,515
TOTAL 826 '433 '' 1,639 9,102 1,710, *6,744

a/Population only ,includes youths with a high school degree.or lower educational attainment.

Source: GAO tabulations of the Current Population Survey,_March 1978,
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length of unemployment among youths who worked in 1977 and the
reasons for .unemployment among those who did not work at all
during that year. Table 10 provides this overll information
broken down by income and school status.

As indicated in table 11, the overall estimate of youths in,
need, based upon detailed work experience,-can range from 318,000
to 4.4 millionodepending on the length of unemployment and the in-
come criteria used to defineneed: These estimates include work-

°
ers who-experienced some unemployment in 1977 and nonWorkers who
said they were unable to find work during that'year. Again, lim-
iting the analysis to poverty youths greatly reduces our estimate
to a 'maximum of 655,000. Within tI1i' poverty population, however,
need varies with the level of schooling and length of unemployment.

One possible approach to assessing the severity'of need among
these youths is to focus on high school dropoptp who.were either
workers unemployed for 20 or more weeks or nolkWorkers.who desired
work but were unable to find iQt. These 157,000 youths represent,
a group that probably faces dismal job prOspects. Although all
have expressed an interest-in working, their. long job Search has 4°
been unproductive. They 'also lack the high schOol''credentials
that are important to many prospective empLoyer.s. Using this same
approach of focusing on high school dropouts, alteinete estimates °

of need would include those workers who were unemployed 1-19 weeks
plus the nonworker subgroup (195,000), or all youths who looked
for work in.1977 (287,000).

Another method is to include all out-of-sohool youthsin,the°
various estimates of need. The assumption here is that economi-
cally disadvantaged high school graduates who want to work but .4

have not found jobs are probably lacking crucial knowledge about
the labor market and should be included in the estimates. Using
this criterion for need, the range is from 255,000 to,514000 d'e-3
pending on the length of unemployment. for the-subgroup.

o

Finally, the largest estimates of need. that compfise all dis-
advantaged youths who want jobs vary from 318,000 to 655,000.
These estimates include in-school you,ths who could. certainly
profit from a part--,time job experience but whose need Is-less, .

,critical than those out of school. Again the vtriationSin size
depend on the length of unemployment.

Examining the detailed work experience'data in this way offers
several advantages over th'e approach of simply including all job-
less youths at a particular moment in time. The length-of-qpbm-
ployment information helps target those youths who expeiendbd
long-term unemployment during the year, thus eliminat14,youths
whose unemployment was temporary'. -Also, including only,stlhose
nonworkers who report that inability to find work was the main
reason for their joblessness avoids overestimating the number in
need by not including those who doanot want jobs or have other,
responsibilities that prevent their working.

,
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Table 10

Work Experience of Youths Who Worked in 1977
and Main Reason for Not Working

(in thousands) a/

. . , Disadvantaged AdvantagedWork and Unemployment Experien e In 5:S. .H.S. In H.S. H.S.and Main'Reason for Not Workin School Graduate Dropout Total School Graduate Dropout Total
.

Youths Who Worked

L.)

N

$

'NO unemployment b/
1-19 weeks unemployment
20+ weeks unemployment
Total workers

YOuths_Who Did got World

Unable to find works.
other reasons

.. Total nonworkers
0 ........1

TOTAL
Iv

a/Population.:includes you

, 362 246 818 4,112 3,4'55 /1;619,
210

861 1,094 649
78 129 130., 337
37 62 92 191 207 416 269

9,186
2,604

892477 401 468 1,346 5,180 4,965 /757t .*

26 36 '65 f127 85 63 77813 160 431 1,424 3,509 ,467. 668

12,682

225
4,644859 196 496 ...,1,551 3,594 -530 7450

1,336 ,'597 964 2,897 8,774 ,495 3,282

hs.with a high school degree or ;per educational (attainment.

4,869

17,551

43

. .. .

.
.h/Includes both year ound workers (50-52 weeks) and part-year workers who spent aIl'of their nonworkingtime out of the-la or force.

. , .

,Sour :, GAO tabula ions of the Current Population Survey, March 1978.

°
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Table 11

eed Estimates:
Detailed Wo k Experience Criteria a/

('n thousands)

t

d Indicator

Workers with`any unemploy=
ment in 197 "plus nom:-
workeis who were unable
to find work

Estimate
Disadvantaged Advantaged

_

In school 141

Out of school 514
High school graduiate (227)
High school dropout (287)

Total, 655

Workers who were unemployed -

1-19 weeks in 1977 plus non-
workers who were unable to
find work

In schbol 104

r

Out Of-sctiool
High school graduate
`High school dropout

Total,"

Workers who-were unemployed,
20+ weeks in 1977 plus hon-
wciikers who were unable to
fi7d wotk

" In school

Out of school /-
High school graduate
High school dropout

otar

360
(165)
(195)

464

lir 1,153

2,568
(1,573)

(995)

3,721

-946

1,;883
(1,157)

(726),

2,829

63 p292

255 825
(98) (479)

(157) . (3A6)

318 1,117

pulation only includes youths with a high school degrpe
or lOiger'attainment.

Source: GAO tabulations of the Current PopulatioM Survey,
March 1978,

,. .0
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1 However, even 'this detailed work experience data does snot
completely estimate the dumberNip need. In particular, it (e-
glects.those impoverished, employed youths who need to enha ce
their employability skills. In addition, it overlooks the por--
tion of those out of the labor force who do not want jobs but
most likely have severe educational, training, child-care, and
other job-related needs. These limitations with the usual method `

'of defining need for.employment services have led us to take a
more comprehensive approach.

EDUCATIONAL AND LABOR FORCE CRITERIA

Although literature of youth unemployment frequently cites
educational proficiency as important for obtaining labor market
success, no existing estimates of need are directly tied to data
on the educational deficiencies of youths. Also the,-empirical
basis for asserting that scholastic .achievement is an important
determinant of labor market success is usually not discussed or
presented. Fortunately, this is fairly easy to document. Start-
ing in the mid ,1960s 1/ A fairly substantial body of empirical evi-
dence on thig relationship has accumulated. 2/

1/The seminal work in this field is Gary.Beoker, Human Capital,
2nd ed. (New York: Columbia University Press, 1964.)

2/The followinf are some of the:major studies, and references in
these studies will yield further references:

Mark Blaug, "The Correla0on Between E'ducation.And Earnings:
" What Does It Signify,'' .Higher Education, Febr y 1972
(1)7-pp. 53-76.

Blaug, "Human Capital Theory: A SlightlyJeundiced Survey,"
The Journal of Economic Literature," September 1976, No. 3,
pp. 827 -855.

John Gonliski "A Bit of Evidence op, the Income-Education-Ability
Interrelation," Journal of Human Resources, Summer 1971 6(3),
pp. 358-62.

Griliches, Zvi and William Mason, "Education income and Ability,"
in Investment in Education: The Equity-Efficiency Quandary,
ed. T.W. Schultz, Chicago,'Universit'y of Chicego'Press, 1972,
pp. 74-103. .

John C. Hause, ."Earnings Profile: Ability and Scooling" in
Investment in Education. . Y,

4 .

Dave O'Neill, "Voucher Funding of Traiding Programs: Evidence,
' from. The GI Bill," Journal of Human Resources, 1977 Fall,
'vol.,12, no. A, pp. 425-445.
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The empirical evidenceL.tends to confirm common sense. Hold-
ing all things constant, individuals with higher scholastic
achievement tend to, j'd up with higher eaLhirigs. The main way
this' effect has been isolated is by comparing the earnings of

. individuals with different amounts Of schooling and academic
achievement Apd using a statistical methodology called "multiple
regression analysis" (see chapter 2) to control for other factors
that cause individual earn'ings to differ--e.g., age-, years of labor
force experience, marital status, eegion_al the country, etc

The major weakness in this empirical evidence is that it does
not telllus much about the relative importance of the variout
determinants of differences in scholastic achievement among
individuals--i.e., qUality of instruction, motivation of the
student, family background faCtors, and genetic endowment.i The
evidence is fairly strong, however, that non-genetic endowment
factors are important determinants even if a precise weight
cannot be given. 1/ In our need analysis we are essen.tiallj
assuming that a significant fraction of the documented differen-
tials in achievementNcan in fact be influenced by environmental
factors.

V

Need estimates

In this fibal set o estimates, we present three approaches
to assessing need that r ly upon education data sources. The
first'group of estimates is based on the school enrollment and
attainment data available in the CPS. We,have also estimated
the number of yodths' with educational deficiencies by applying
various illiteracy rates to the CPS estimates of all youths.
Finally, we present our most comprehensive need estimates that
we thinii.use4ebe best indicators available of the education'and
-employment, n eds in the cur youth population,,.

Ilk
47,

Our first education approach is based on two measures o f
educational deficiencies:. (1) high school dropout status and (2)
below normal :educational attainment (defined, as 2 or more /years
below the model'attainment level fora given age). Table 12
shows the range of possible estimates based upon these.criteria
for need. The largest need group would contain 1l youths who
have dropped out of school ovare enrolled in a grade that is 2
or more years below normal, regardless. of family income. These
5.5'million youths will probably encounter tremendous difficuh-
ties in the labor market regardless of their curren. employment
status or work experience. Within this group, thbse who heave

) greatest need stnce the in-school youths with educational defi-
ciencies

dropped out Of school (4.2 rwiltlion) are probably in

ciencies presently'have some access to remedial sers.7,iedi: Again,

.4,

.4,, .

1/See Griliches' and Mason (1972), for an.analysis that separates"
4out the pure effect of environmentaidy induced changes in

scholastic achievement on earnings.

ti
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Table 12

Educational Attainment of Youths by Economic Status a/
(inthousands)

School Status Disadvantaged Advantaged Total

Major Activity: In School .0-

s ,

Normal attainment - .1,005 7,880
,
8,885

Below normal attainment 333 895 1,228,
Subtotal 1 338, ' 8;775 , 10,113

Major Activ_ity: ether

High school graduate 597 5,.497 6,094
Hi90.school dropout . ' 963 3,284 4,247

Subtotal 1,56.0 8,781 10,341
"\.

TOTAL 2,898 17,556 20,454

a/Population includes youths with a high school degree or rower
attainment.

Source: GAO tabulations of the'Current Population Survey, March
1978..

.confining the number in need to the economically disadvantaged
reduqes the estimates to 1.3 million (dropouts plus below
normal attainers). Thus, over 44 percent of the disadvantaged
youth population -have educational characteristics that indicate
serious labor market problems.

While dropping out of high school or being "left back" can
indicpte educational, problems, it does'n4provide direct infor-
mation about the achievement levels of those youths. .Of particu-
lar importance to employers are basic skills such as reaping,
writing, and computation. Our second approximation of need-
cdunters this data inadequacy by estimating the number of youths
who are 'deficient in these Skills. Uting the results-from the
nationwide tests of functional literacT,reviewed in chapter
we have identified a range of need estimates. based solely upon
educational achieveMept.-. To do this, we applied illiteracy'(or
incompetency) rates from the national tests to the CPS 'estimates'
'of all youths. , As shown in table 13, these estimates. of functional
illiterates who would.have the most severe'labor market problems
range from 98,000 tol3..9 million. The differenced in the esti-
mates are likely due 9 variatipms in the difficulty of the test
and the stringency of thlAtiteracy.cutoff (see chapter 4).' More-
over, these illiteracy rates are du h higher for disadvantaged
yduths. Table 13 also provides estimates based upon the differ-
ent illiteracy rates for poverty leve youths,versus all other
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Test Source

Adult performalpe
level project

,

Table 13

0

Estimates of Functionally Illiterate or
Functionally Incompetent Youths

(by economic status)
o

.1

Thisadvanta9ep a/
Rate Estimate

32.0% 927,00QQ .

Mini-assessment of-
functional literacy 20.4% 591,000

Brief test of
literacy not available

Advantaged b/ Total. c/
Rate \ -Estimate Rate Estimate

16.0% 2,809,000 19-.0%, 3,886,000,

11.1% 1,949 000 12.6% 2,577,000.

not available , ,4.8% 982,000

a/P4ulation base of- estimate .= 2,8'98,000 youths see table 26.:
...

°

b/Population baseof estimate = 17,556,000 youths (see table 20).

c/i'opulation base of estimate = 20,454,060'youths (Alltabie=20).
, , -

...:,,,

SOurce: -See text discussion, p. 59.
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,c.A .,youths. Depending ow the particular est results chosen to meas-
ure illiteracy, the estimates of di vantageq youths in

jneedrange from 591,000 to 927,000.
4

, Thepe two which focus solely on the educational
chaActeristies ot yc)uths, provide an insight_into the Lang term
lahotNmarket needs of teenagers that is lacking in the labor force
-data. Concentrating on Youths who have performed substantially
below their grade level, who have dropped out of school; or who
cannot read or6Write sufficiently well to function in society

,

should greAly, increase the -chances that those with the .most
severe labor marke$ problems will- be-reachaTTTOs information
can, however, be made more useful by combining it with.theunem-
ployment and labor force data traditionally used to assess need.
The following is our "best" estimate of need based upon-this
joint analysis of the education'and labor force characteristics

, of youths.

a
Our most'calprehensive need estimate contains two claSses of

'needy youths including (1),those who wanted to wo.k but were
_unsuccessful in obtaining employment and (2) .those who did not
experience long periods of joblessness but had sever educational
deficiencies. Using these criteria, we have constralted our
optimum number of those, in need,.as shown in table 14. Overall,
nearly 4.3'million youths-are included, although the poverty
portion of this group that is the focus of our attention Contains
962,000 youths. About ,'one - third Of this group i composed of
youths whose work experience indicates serious problem] in obtain-:
ing, jobs while the remainder have severe educational, but not
necessarily employment,vneede4 The former group does, however,
include many youths with both-education and j/Ob needs',,(134,000t

-/using the 42 percent illiteracy rate. 1/

This analysis improves upon earliet estimates of need by in-
cluding youths who have not experienced serious Un mployment taut
are nonetheless.in trouble because they are illite ate. 2/ In
particular, including illiterate employed, short-term uneMpkoyed,'
andpout-of-the-labor force youths, acknowledges the long -term
employability problems confronting these youths.

,Intonclusion, our best judgment about tt147Mber and chArac-
,

.

teristics of those in_need of employment and training services is

1/The 42 percent illiteracy rate was computed by adjusting the
Adult Performance Level (APL) rate for nonemployed\ouths (25
percent) to account for economic status.

2/The illitdracy rate used to estimate need for these groups ip
25 percent for disadvantaged and 13 percentfor advantaged' r
youths. These rates were computed by adjusting the APL rate
for employed youths to,account for economic status. a.

3 8
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Table 14

Optimum Need Estimates for Employment
and Training Services

(in thousands)

Indicator of weed
Number

t.
in Need

Disadvantaged Advantaged

Workers who were unemployed 20+
weeks in 1977 191 '892

Nonworkers who were unetN to
find work,in 1977 127 225.

Workers who were unemployed
.1-19 weeks in 1977 and were
illiterate a/ 84 339

Full-year workers (50752 weeks)
who were illiterate 47 523

Part-year workers who spent
none of the remaining weeks
looking for work and who were
illiterate 157 _671

Nonworkers lexcluding those
unable to find work), who were
illiterate

0

356 .604

TOTAL 962 3,254

a/Illiteracy rates used-to estimate need are \25 percent for dis-
advantaged and 13 percent for advantaged youtbs.

Source: GAO tabulations of the Current Population Survey, March
1978.

Or
disadvantaged youths wit a high school

Odegree r lower'attainment. 1/ This estimate includes many of

1/These figures refer to labor force, population,and labor market
conditionSNas of 1977. Although 1977 was a recovery year, it
was still one of significant cyClical unemploythent. Published,

'data on the 1978 work experience of the teenage population sug-
gest that,our estimateks of the two need groups based on'inabil-
ity to find work (318 klillion) would ,bave been about 10 percent
,19mer in 1978 and 197'), which were both years of little or no
cyclical'unemployment.
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or

the jobless youths who are the foous of estimates made by DOL
and other researchers. In addition, we have concentrated our
attention on yoi'hs lacking the b'asic literacy skills requited
for getting and keepidg a 'job. By examining labor force and
education status jointly, we have, in our judgment, arrived at a
number that best represents those youths faced with the most
serious and long-term labor market barriers.

POLICY rt.IPLICATIONS,

Our analysis'of the youth,oemployment problem has, thus,
far, focused on determiding which groups within the youth popula-
tion face the greatest obstacles to successfully competing in
the labo-r market. tOte have identified a group that we believe
would be an appropriate target for Government policy and programs.
However, several issues in assessing and estimating the employment
needs of youths should be addressed. These include (1) comparing
our estimates to current participation in DOL employment and
training programs, (2) determining which services should be pro-
vided to youths in need, and (3) clarifying some of the technical'
considerations in estimating the present and future size of the
number in need.

.11

Current youth participation in DOL
employment and training programs

4.

In order to estimate the employment and training needs of
youths, we had to examine the current youth pafticipation in
Government prograts. Estimates of enrollment in Federal employ-
ment programs lry from 2.4 to 2.6million slots, as shown in
tables 15 and 16. These tables, taken from Congressional Budget
Office (CBO) and .National Longitudiqal Survey (NLS) reports,
show the types of services provided to program participants.

'According to the CBO, over three-fourths of the programs for
youths provide work experience or subsidized employment (see
table 15). Work experience projects provide short-term employment
designed mainly. to give participants some familiarity in holding
a job while the subsidized public service jobs are entry level'
positions intended to serve as a transition to an unsubsidized
permanent job. In contrast, only 21 percent of the, participantsC
receive training and education services such as Classroom and
on-the-job vocational training and remedial education.

These data on the activities of participants in programs for
youths are generblly consistent with results from the 1979 NLS
youth survey. 1/ As shpwn in'table 16, only 19.percent of the
Government training programs offer basic education instruction

1/Respondents were asked if they had received a list of possible
services for each program reported.

4,0
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Table 15
.@

Key Federal Employment 'Programs for Youths,
Estimated Enrollments and Expenditures

by Activity, at FY 1979

Activity°'

Work experience

Job creation and
subsidized
employment 327 13.5 1,197 28.8

Participants Outlays for
Under 22 years Participants b/
Number Amount

(in thousands) Percent (in millions)Percent----------
1,483 61.4% $1,682 40.5$

Training and
education
activities 505 20.9 1,029

Other activities 100 c/ 4.1

TOTAL 2,415 100.0% $4,155

247 d/

24.8

5.9

100.0%

a/Totals may not add to 100because of rounding. Figures reflect
the estimated percent of participants and outlays by activity
across all employment programs. These figures were derived by -
CB0 because Labor Department data do not indicate by activity the
the percent of yquth participants or the percent of funds serving
youths. To obtain these figures, Labor ame Interior Department
data fore perCent of total program enrollees and total expen-
ditures y activity were multiplied by the percent of total pro-
gram enrollees under age 22. These figures were then summed over
all programs for which data by activity were available: The Work
Incentive (WIN) program, the Youth Conservation Corps, arid Com-
prehensive Employment and Training Act (CRTA) Titles II-A, B, C;
II-D; IV; VI; and VIII. WIN program data represent actual costs
and years'of service for activities. Data were not available by
activity for CETA Titles III and VII.

b/Assumes that the share of outlays for youths in a given activity
equals the-estimated percent of youth enrollees in that activity.

c/Youths receive transition services through a number of programs.
Only the 99,600 Youth in the Youth Employment and Training .Pro-
,gram (YETP) receiving solely transition services are included
here.

d/Includes $219 million for transition' services in the YETP pro-_
gram and $28 million for miscellaneous services 'in all employ-
ment programs serving youths.'

Source: Youth Employment andEducation: Possible Federal
Approaches, July 1980, p. 15.

O
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Table 16

Distribution of Services Received
in Government Training Programs a/

(

Percentage off Programs \
Including Each Type,

.Type of Service

Job counseling
Basic educAion
English language.
GeneralEducation Development
College preparatory.
Classroom training

- Subsidized job
Non-CETA job placement
Medical 'services
Child .care
Transportation
Other

of Service b/

48.6
/ 019.0-

2.5
12,6
14.1
26.3
89.7
6.8
15.4
.3.9

16.0
5.6

a/Consists'of enrollments of civilialis ages 14-21 on January 1,
1979 in Governmenik-sponsored employment and training programs
since January 10.97,8 (Population estimate = 2,640,000).

b/Percentages add tp more than 100 since respondents could receive
any combination of services within a Single progr

Source: National Longiudinal Survey-of Youths, Preliminary
Report: Youth and the Labor Market - 1975, 1980, p. 103.

^Any.

%

with 12.6 percent providing General Education Developme,nt train-
ing. Conversely, almost90 percent of the programs provide
subsidized employment. 1/

This information on the types of services the youths receive
in employment and training programs suggests that recent Federal
programs have emphasized meetingthe immediate and short-term need

. for jobs. 2/ The results of our. analysis suggest-a very different
emphasis. In our, view, the °characteristics of youths indicate that
a far greater need exists for services designed to enhance their
basic skills and employability. .

Following is adiscussion of the services required by yout
within our optimum need estimates.

1/This.figure includes all CETA subsidized job placements
work experience and public service employment.

2/Data on DqL program participants include ages 14 to 21 while
our need estimates are for ages 16,to-21.

nOluding

ri
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Services required to meet the needs of youths

Using the subgroup characteristics to assess the type of
iservices required, we conclude that among the disadvantaged youths,
184,0013 need jobs-, 1/ 644,000 need their basic skills improved,
and 134,000 need boTh jobs and remedial services. These estimates
are drawn from our "optimum" need estimates and are shown in table

i

17. Since the economy was still r covering frowthe 1974-75
recession in 1977, 318,000 overstates the maximum number of youths
In need of special job creation (e ther by itself or combined with
remedial services) in1979-80 by about 10 percent.

Providing a special public job to a youth who is having
extreme difficulty finding one may not be the best apprbach. For
the 134,000 youths who were both illiterate and having extreme
difficulty finding ahjob, the provision of a public job while
the individual is receiving remedial training makes sense,
although special attempts at placement in'private sector jobs
might be possible in a number of cases.. The 184,000 literate
youths who were having problems finding jobs presents a more
difficult problem. About 50 percent of these youths find jobs
by March following the year during which they expeilence problems
and surely some of theSe jobs will represent more or less
satisfactory adjustment. Some in this group reflect problems,
such as residence in a geographically depressed area ar inability
to finance skill-training, that should be treated with the appro-
priate services rather than simply putting the individual into a
public job. In conclusion, it is likely that the figure of
318,000 overstates the number of public job slots that could be
usefully applied to the youths in need by,about one-third. 2/

These es: imates reveal a poteritially large discrepancy between
our judgment about who needs what services and DOL's actual de-
livery of services to program participants. DOL currently empha-
s_izes the public jobs approach--delivering this service to the
large majority of its recipients--while providing remedial edu-cation services to approximately 20 percent. 3/

1/Whether or 'not these are in addition to the youths who were in
public jobs during 1977 depends on how the existing public jobs
programs were-targeted. Ad noted in chapter 2 there is circum-
stantial evidence that these jobs are mostly taken by job-ready
youths to end a short period of unemployment. If this is the
case, then 318,000 is the, total number of public jobs needed.

2/If we take ally half of the 184,000 literate long-term unem-
ployed as needing a subsidized job then this would leave only
226,000 (134,000 + 92,000), who require a public job, which
is approximately two-thirds of 318,000.

3 /See tables 15 and 16.
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Population
Estimates'

184,000 a/

-----------------

134,000

Table 17

Services Required -by,Dsadvantaged Youths
in the Need Analysis, 1977

Subgroup
Characteristics

Funationally literate youths who
were either 1) workers with 20+

unemplbyment-or 2) non-
worker's who reported that they were
unable to find work.

-Services
Needed

Jobs. only b/-

.

_

Functionally illiterate c/ youtha'who Jobs plus
were either 1) workers 20+ remed4ar

.

weeks of unemployment or 2) non- serviaes a/.
,

workers who reported that they were %
unable to find work.

FunClionalli illiterate'd/,youths
with theiforlowing work experience
characteristics: .

--workers who were unemployed
1-19 weeks in 1977

- -full-year workers (50-52 week's)
- -part-year workersi-Who spent none

of the remaining weeks lObking
for work ,

--nonworkers (excluding those
unable to find work)

Remedia
services
only .

t

- ".
a/This estimate represents the difference betweenthe subgroup

population (962,000) and the number Who are illiterate, as
derived in notes c/ and d/ below.

.

b/This does not imply that all these youths should -be placed in
public job slots. See text discussion.

)(e

c/Illiteracy rate of 42 percent was computed by adjusting the
rate for nonemployed youths (25 percent) to account for economic
'status.

d/The illiteracy rate of 25-percent was computed by adjusting the
rate for employed youths (15 percent) to account for economic

status.

Source: GAO tabulations of the Current Population urvey, 1978.
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Conversely, our peed estimates indicate that 80,percent of the
participants' should get remedial services. Thus, althoUgh our
estimates of the problem coincide with the number of youths in
DOL programs,.the types of services currently provided to partic-
ipants will not, in our judgment, meet their needs. Developing'
the current and long range employability of youths by improving
their basic skills will do far more to increase their chances..
for success in the labor market.

Technical considerations in/e-itimating
the number in need

. _
The final issue with implications for policymakers concerns

technical considerations in estimating, the current and future
number of youth who need employment services.' One such issue
relates to changs in the size of the' population in need each
year and the annual cost of meeting their needs. Although we
included youths 16-21 years old in our igitial need estimates,
estimates for subsequent years should omit many ofthe older
y6uths who will have been helped at ages 16 to 19. For example,
if illiterate youths require only,,3 years of remedial services,
then after these 3 years the annual caseload of youths will be
about half of our, need estimates. Also, the cost of providing
services to youths will vary widely with the severity of need
among different subgroups and thus with"the length and intensity
of the services required to meet their needs.

Another technical-issue concerns the limitations of the data
used in our analysis of need. Although all of the data sources
used to estimate need were based upon -nationally representative
samples of the population, the sample sizeand reliability of the
data'vany. among tt surveys. Moreover, the age groups included
im the data-differ'among the various sources- -the CPS includes
people 16-21 years old, the Adult Performance Level Project data
was confined to peuke 18-24 years old, and, the MinirAsessment
Of Functional Literacy was only given to 17-year-old students..

0 However, we believe:that these data, in spite'of their limita-
tions, provide a comprehensive and useful basis for estimating
the approximate number and,characteiistics of youths with labor
market problems.

CONCLUSIONS

Based upon our need analysis we conclude the following:

--Using labor force status as the major criterion for need
overlooks the substantial number of youths who lack the
basic reading, writing, and computation skills needed to
compete and succeed in the labor markets Estimating the
number in need thus requires a detariled, joint analysis of
the educational achievement, work experience, and demo-

. graphic characteristic's of youths.

45
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--Among disadvantaged teenagers, those who worked part year
but experienced long periods of unemployment or those who
did not work at all because they could not find a job
should be the target of federally subsidized employment.
However, a=subsidized job should not be the sole treat-.
ment provided if the individual also has basic skill's
deficiencies.

--Youths No lack the level of scholastic achievement needed
to funeion in the abor market should be included in the
number in need regardless of their work experience or
current labor force status.
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'CHAPTER 4

',-EVIDENCE.ON CAUSAL FACTORS

Ideally, a good causal analysis of the 'determinants of
unemployment and labor force. partidipation needs a data set conr-___
taining direct measures of all the itiportant variables. The ma-
terial available fell far short of this idOl. We could only
_measure factors in a very inpirect way--uspg proxy variables
that we conjectured were correlated with ce in upderlying
Variables of interest. we describe this a ysis in detail in

sect-Ion-el-this chapter.

One of the major shortcomings ofour statistical analysis is
that we were not able tedevel" a good indicator of what may/be
a very important deteimin-ant of both employment status while
a teenager as well as long. run mployability prospects in the
post -teen years--scholastic ach evement at'a given level of
years of schooling completed. So we brought ,together, in the
second part of this chapter, data from various surveys that show
measures of achievement in verbal' and arithmetic skills and how 0

these measures vary significantly,by sociodemographic categories.
We hope to stimulate research in this area And to alert policy-
makers to what we consider to be a very serious problem, one with
implications far beyond teenage unemployment per se. Serious de-
ficiencies in basic scholastic achievement can greatly limit the
,life chances of an individual.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Regression analysis methodology

Economists use the statistical technique of multiple re-
gression to measure the influence of.changes in a number of
separate variables on one variable in particular. For example,
economists might measure the influence of income, population
Afrowth, and the price of foreign automobiles on the demdhd
for domestic automobiles. Changes in the variable to be ex-
plained, often called the dependent variable (in the above
example, this variable is the demand for domestic automobiles),
are related to changes in the independent or explanatory varia-
bles: intome, population, and the price of foreign automobiles.

Multiple regression techniques are used to estimate the
parameters of an equation in which Y represents the dependent
variable and each X represents the independent variables:

Y = a + b
1
Xi + b2X2. + + bnXn )

A constant term, a, is added to the equation to include'other
variables that might contribute to chriges in Y but are not
explicitly allowed for in the equation.. Thevalues of bi,b2,

bn, determined statistically, .measure the contribution

.4
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respectively of X1, X2, X14 Xn to Y. For example, should
the value of b1 -be .08'ana X1 be dollars of income, the equation
tells us that, based on historic experience, for each change,
in income of one do14,r, a change of 8 cents will occur in the
spending on domestic automobiles, the value of all of the other
,variables held constant.

To interpret the results of multiple regression correctly,
two aspects of the results should be noted. The first concerns-
whether the variables' themselves (the X's) "explaie',any part of
the change in the dependent variable, Y. While the b's may turn
out to have a positive or negative value, they may, nevertheles'S-,
explain no part of the movement in Y. The reason is that even'
though they have a positive or negative value it is not really
different from a hypothetical value of zero. Thus, itis,common
ts? talk about the "statistical significance" of the value 'of--,the
b's. If they have, as judged by standard statistical tests, st-
tistical signicance, then their values are differeht from zere
and movements in the respective X's do explain movements in Y. '\

Second of concern is the percentage of the variation in Y
that is accounted, for by variations in all the selected inde-
pendent variables taken together. ,This is commonly referred to
as the "goodness of fit." A common measure of goodness of fit
is the square of the correlation coeffficient, or 12. The value
of 114can vary between 0 and 1. The closer to 1 the better
the fit, or more nearly do variations in the vAlue of the X's
explain Variation in the value of Y. Should R = 1 we have
perfect correlation or the variations in the x'§ explain all the
variation in Y. At the other extreme, should R = 0 none of the
variation'in Y would be explained by variations in the X's. In
figure 5, the plotted points in,(c) most nearly can be fitted
onto a line; the points in (a) are scattered too randomly to be
fitted onto a line. Thus the "goodness of fit" is best illus-
trated by (c).

y

(a)'

x

y

Figure 5

Goodness of Fit

y

x

(b) '(c)
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Thus, statistical signifjcance of the in endent variable's

and the goodness of fit, of R4, are 'two prop rt es, of multiple
regression results Of 'importance to anyone interpreting them.

-SubstantRie analysis

To examine the teenage unemployment problem in depth, we
perfdrmed some original analysis. Our approach was torelate
measures of unemployment and labor force participation among
teenagers with factors we belieVed to be important in explain-
ing their variation. We hypothesized that., other things being
equal, a. teenager with greater access to informal channels of
job vacancy information and who has a h-igh level ofverbal and
arithmetic ability will be less likely to experience a period
of unemployment, and if he or she does, it will be of shorter
duration. In addition, it is-likely that teenagers with these
characteristics will also be able to obtain higher paying jobs
or thoSe jobs that are considered more desirable, or bot ich
would tend to increase their 'labor force pa cipationtover teen-
a hout th'tse factors.

It has been difficult to obtain a variable, that directly
measures an informal channel of job vacancy information and
anger one that directly measures a high level of verbal and
arithmetic ability. As has been done with many other economic
studies, we have instead selected so-called "pro y" variables.
These variables thought to encompass, somewh &t imperfectly
to be certain, the ideal variables that can of be measured
directly. The two prox'y variables we used o measure variations
in access to informal information on jobs nd arithmetic and
verbal achievement levels are family income levels and whether
the family received any welfare income (primarily AFDC).

Teenagers from families with higher levels of income would
tend to have higher scholastic achievement and more access to
informal channels of job vacancy information. At a given'level
of family .income (primarily low levels), teenagers in familiee-
on AFDC would tend to be more'isolated from information than

' teenagers in low-income but non-AFDC households. This is because
AFDC households are predominantly single-parent, female-headed,
and AFDC female heads participate less in the labor force than
on-AFDC female heads.

For analysis of out-of-School teenagers, the ATDC household
variable measures another important factor--the work disincentives
embodied in the current program rules about earnings of 'recipient
children if they are out of school.

for in-sdhool teenagers, we developed a variablethat meat-
ured differences in scholastic achievement levels somewhat more
directly than the family income and welfare househgld variables.
This variable was based on the relationship between an individ-
ual's age, the grade level enrolled in at the time of the survey,
and the average grade level of all students at that age level.
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If the teenager's grade level was two or more below the average
for his age, he was classified as "below'normal"t attainment,
otherwise he would be classified as "normal attainment." Those
who were "below normal" attainers are those who were "left back,"
to use'an older terminology, and _it is almost certain that
they would have lower scholastic aghievement scores than-indi-
viddelltwho were not left back when they were at the same grade
level. 'However, as we show below,large differences in
lastic achievement exist within a gi0en age and grade level.

These were tne main'independent or explanatory variables of
interest that we used in our multiple regressOn-equation. Our

- data...set was the large, number of teenagers surveyed by -the CPS
in March of 19'78. Measures on all th,evariableg were obtained

.// from each individual teenager reported on the,. CPS public use
tape. Separate multiple regression equations were estimated
for in-school and out -of- school teenagers. The two dependent

fables; unemployment incidence and labor force participation,
were each measured in two ways-,in terms of observed status,at
the time of the survey and in terms of incidence over the pre-
vious year. Separate multiple regression equations were also
,run for unemployment incidence and for labor force participa-
tion. Table 180shows all the variables that we used in all our
regreSsions. Note,that the educational attainment variable is
different for the in-school and the out -of- school regressions,
but all other variables are the same for the two 'groups.

Table 19 preSents'the results of our original work. The
regressions use the variables defined 'and explained in table 18.
As an aid to understanding our results, consider the regression
results shown on the third line of the table. The numbers repre-
sent 'the values of the coefficients of the variables indicated .

directly above them. In our example used above, the numbers cor-
respond to the computed values of the b's while the independent
variables-WH., It, 12, _etc., correspond to the X's. These results,
designed to explain the labor force participation of out-of-sch441
'teenagers (symboli*Zed, as LS)', tell" us that

(1) Being from a welfare household (WH) will, holding other
factors constant, 1/ decrease a teenager's probability

404

of being in the labor force by ip.12 below one from a
nonwelfare household. 4

(2) Being from a family with income below the poverty level
(I1) will, holding other factors constant, decrease a
teenager's probability of being in the labor force by
0,.13 below one from a familywith income above 149
percent of the poverty line.

1/The actual difference between welfare household and nonwelfare
.household teenager is greater than 0.05 because teenagers from '

welfare households also have other characteristics that increase
unemployment- -e.g., income and race.
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Table lir

Variables Used in the Regresaion'Analysis

Name *Symbol Definition

Dependent. Variables

EmplOyment status ES ES = 1 if employ d or Aemployed less than
8 weeks; ES '= 0 i unemployed more than 8
weeks..

....

.

Labor force status LS LS =. . the labor force; LS = 0 if
not in the 1 bor force. 4\

'
Employment experience EE EE = 1 if worked during 1977 and was'

unemployed 15 weeks-or less; EE = Ovif
if unemployed more than 15 weeks.

. Labor force experience LE

?

Ind ependent Variables

Family.inZome 11,12,13 Il= 1 if family income below poverty line;
12 = 1 if family income is 100-124% of
poverty line'; 13 = 1 if family income is
125-149% of cmerty line; 12 = 13 = 0 .

if family income is greater than 149% of
pOverty line.

race. ,

Vt,

Age A A-= 1 if 16-17 yea rs old; A = 0 if, 18-19
years old.

Sex S = 1 if male; S - 0 if female.

Region Rg fig = 1 if in South; Rg = 0 if other region.

LE = 1 if worked pr was unemployed for 15
weeks or more during 1977; 'LE = 0 if never
in labor force or unemployed less than
15 weeks. .14

Welfare household WH WH = 1 if household receives some welfare
income iceyment;'WH = 0 if not.

Educational attainment ED ED = 1 Mess thin high school degree;
(out-of-school,youth) ED'= 0 if high school graduate.

Educational att ainment AT _AT = 1 if "normal" attainment level;
0,n-school you,h) AT =9 if below normal attainment level.

6

Race R 'R = 1 if black; 11`= 0 if white or another

ts
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/ .;Table 19

Re9ression,Eguation Results:. Partial Regression Coefficients-

Independent Variables

Dependent
Variables, WH Il ,, ED AT A . S

I

Out-of-School
Teenageis

ES -.05* -.03* -.05* -.01 .00 -.12* .00 -.01' .02 .04 4,689.
/

\.EE -.08* -.10* -.08* .03 -.04k -.11* .03*-.05* .04* .05 4,819

LS -.12* -.13* -.09* .1-.08* -.09* . -.A5* -.06* .20* -.04* .13 5,927N
eN

LE -.15* -.15* -.07* -:07* -.07* -%13* -.12* -.01 .17 5,927\

In-School
Teenagers

ES -.01 -.05* -.02 -.00 .05* -.17* .00 .00 .01 .05 4,365a
EE -.03 -.05* -.05* -.01 .04* .09* .01* -r.02* .04* .03 6,132

-.01 -.09* .-.04 -.09* .07* -.11* -.04* .04* -.07* .03 10,525

LE '-:02 -.14* -..05 -.08* -.14* -.14;--.22* .08*-"-.03* .10 10,525

C:3

*

The * symbol indicates that the variable is statistically significant (i.e., it has a valueaccording to the "t" table of two or larger). This means that it is very unlikely that the -.u2derlying Value of the coefficient could be equal to zero (given its observed value), theR value, *sample size, and the degree c intercorrelation between the Xi. See chapter 5 forMore detailed discussion.



(3) Being'from a famili, with income- between 100 percent
and 124 percent ofothe poverty line (12) will, holding
other factors constant, decrease a teenager's proba-
bility of being in the labor force by 0.09 below one
from a faMily with income above 149 percent of the pov-
erty line.

(4) Being from a family with income between 124 percent
and 149 percent of the poverty line (13) will, holding
other factors constant, decrease au teenager's proba-
bility of being in the labor force by 0.08 below dne
from a family with income above 149percent of the
poverty line.

(5) Being a high school dropout (ED) will, holding other
factors constant, decrease the teenager's probability
of being in the labor force by 0.09 below that of a
high school graduate.

(6) .Being black will, holding other factors constant, de-
. crease a teenager's probability of being in the labor

'force by 0.05 below awhite teenager.

(7) Being 16-17 years old does, holding other'factors con-
stant, decrease a teenager's probability of being in
the labor force by 0:06 below that of an 18-19 year old.

($) Being a male will, holding other factors constant, in-
crease a teenager's probability of being in the labor
force. by.0.20 over that of a female teenager.

(9) Being from the South will, holding other factors corf-,
stant, reduce a teenager's probability of being in the
labor force by 0.04 below a teenager from the-non-
South.

Note, unfortunately, the rather low R2 values, especially for
the in-school group. They indicate that overall our variables
cannot explain much of the variation among individual teenagers
in the incidence of unemployment or of labor force participation.

. Like all individual differences in behavior, they are dominated
by detailed individual differences in personal characteristics
and special situational factors that cannot be captured by our
crude measures. The very large sample-sites, however, allow us
to obtain some meaningful results on the sizes' of the coefficients
of the individual variables.

Overall, the variables appear to do a betc.er Job of explain-
ng employment experience for the out-of-school than for the in-'chool

teenage group. This better job of explaining is mainly
due to the better perfoEinance of the WH variable in the out-of-
school group- regression, whichiin turn probably reflects the
special disincentive effects it measures among out-of-school
teenagers who are members of AFDC recipient households.
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\ The large ancf consistent effects generated by the income
variable (Ii, 19, LI) are striking and suggest that they are good
proxies for both information and scholastic achievement factors.
For example, amodg out-of-school teenagers, being from a poverty
family will, holding other factors constant, reduce a teenager's,
employmentexperience rate (EE) by 10 percentage points below
what 4t.would have been if he had been from a family with income
150 percent or more of the poverty line. 1/ Among in-school
teenagers, this'sairie difference is 5 percentage points. For
labor force-partidipation, the effects are even greater. For
the LS measure, the net difference between poverty family and
families with incomes 150 percent or more of the poverty line was
13 percentage points for out -of- school teenagers and 9 percentages
points for in- school tee,nagdrs., The fact that family income pro-
duces such strong effe'cts on labor force participation probably'
means that teenagers from these families obtain higher paying
jobs, or more desirable jobs,'or both==as:well as locating them
more easily. This is because we would( expect, holding other fac-
tors constant, high family income to reduce labor force-partici-
pation of teenagers--they simply would have less, need for the
money. The fact that the observed coefficients are large and
positive means that the overall labor market alvantages of teen-
agers from higher income familids must be quite significant-
significant enough for them to outweigh the negative effect
of family income on the need to work.

41i
. ,

iThe disincentive effects monitored by the WH variable appear
t be important.2/ Among out-of-school teenagers, being in a WH !
amily will, holding other factors constant, reduce the LS measure
f participation by 12 percentage points and the LE measure, by%

percentage points. The role of the WH variable in influencing
unemployment incidence via its influence on access to channels .

of information only appears significant for'the out-of-school
group. 3/ In the in-school equations, theWH coefficients in the:
ES and EE equations are small and not statistically significant.

1/The partial regression coefficients in table 9 are shown as
fractions, not percntages, e.g., the coefficient,of If in the
EE equation for 04-of-school teenagers is 0.10, not 10. This
is because the depbildent variable is either zero or 1 and the

1
regression coeffi iepts therefore are, in probability, terms
that .are fraction . 'One multiplies them 'by 10 to get percent-

.. .

#ages,
,/

2/It is important to note that out -of- school youth in WH families
have-more incentive to underreport their earnings and labor
force participationwto survey takers. Therefore, our disin-
centive efforts estimates are probably upward biased to some
unknown degree.

3/Recall that we do not expect the WH variable td produceany ,

labor force effects among in-school teenagers, becaus 06ntnew
the AFDC program does not contain a'ny work disincentive.
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Further analysis could not turn up any reasonable explanation for
this asymmetry.

0,-

The results of the race variable (coefficient under R in,
table 19) can be interpreted as showing the amount of the gros
racial difference in the dependent variable that cannot be ex-
plained by racial differences in the independent variables in-
cluded in the equations. For...example, the coefficient of R for
the L8 equation for oUt-of-school teenagers, -.05, means that
after taking into account racial differences in all the explana-
tory variables a 5 Nicentage point diftorence still remains
between black and whiEe teenagers in labor force.participation
rates. The significance of these "net" effects of race can be
seen by comparing them with thes"gross" racial differences in
the dependent variables. These are simply the differences one
observes when the comparisons are not adjusted for any factors
at all.

The gross racial' differences in the dependent variables for
.each teenager group along with the corresponding "net" coeffi-
cients from table 19 are shown in table 20.

Table 20

Gross and Net Racial Differences (White--Black) a/

'Dependent
Variable

in the Dependent Variables
(percentages)

Out-of-School
Teerragers

In-:School
Teenagers'

ES '-14 (-12) -20 (-17)

BE -15 (-11) -11 (-09)

LS -17 (-05) -16 (-11)

LE -25 (-13) -24 (-17)

a/Net racial differences are in parentheses. They are the
partial regression coefficients from table 9 times.100.

It is dear from the tablp that for some of the dependent
variables vld for the out -of- school subgroup our variables ac-
counted fora significant part of the racial difference in unem-

wxm nt calid labor: iucce participation.
so for labor force participation among out-of-school-teenagers
and is attributable to the effect of the WH variable and the
difference in thisvariable between black and white teenagers.
However, it is just as clear that ignificant amounts of some of
the differences were not explained yy our model. ,

A final finding is the effectsof our AT variable. Note
the large and statistically, significant coefficients for this
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variable in the equations for all four dependent variables.
Being a teenager With below normal attainment means, holding
other factors constant, unemployment rates about 5 percentage
points higher (ES equation 0.05 and EE equation 0.04), and labor
force participation rimes (L$) about 7 percentage points lower.
In terms ofthe expeOtence measure (LE), thc,aabor force differ-
ence is much higher-14 percentage pOints more have no labor
force experience at all during 'the year. These results suggest
that if w_e had direct measures of scholastic achievement for each
teenager in out sample (e.g., scores on standardized tests) we
would explain much more of the variation in unemployment inci-
dence and labor force participation.,;`.0

In conclusion, it is important to briefly note the inherent
limitations of any causal analysis based on non-experimental data.
All the data underlying our equations is coliected by the Census
Bureau as part-Nof their on-going descriptive survey of household
socioeconomic characteristics. Individual teenagers have not
been randOmly assigned to various categories of our independent
variablese.g"., a set of teenagers who were not in welfare'
households at the time of gke survey were not then randomly
divided and either put in,.one or the other. We have used the
observed division of teenagers between these households,at the
time of the survey and attempted to adjust, using multiple re-
gression analysis, for any differences in significant factors
that we could observe--e.g., age, region, income, etc. Howe'ver,
one can never be sure with this retrospective method that some
important factor has been overlooked-Le.g., a personality trait--
so that our conclusion about a causal relation between WH and
labor force participation may be spurious.

In chapter 5, :we analyze these issues inbgreat detail in cori-
nection with a critique of the evidence relating unemployment and
crime. The readers should keep the analysis of this section in
mind when reading that analysis and try to come to their own Con-
clusion of the degree of validity of our findings in this chapter.

DATA ON PATTERNS OF SCHOLASTIC
ACHIEVEMENT AMONG TEENAGERS

The available data on the educational deficiences of-teen-
agers in basic skills such as reading, writing, and mathematics
are described here. First, we_examine the results from tests that
estimated the degree of functional literacy among the teenage
population. Second, we preSent data from the Adult Performance
Level Project, a competency based test that is perhaps more
closely related to employment success. Finally, we rev'lew seve-
ral other data sources that measure educational achieve ent. 1/

. 1/Literacy, competency, and achievement tests are strongl
fluenced by quality of schooling, familY-income, education
of parents, and other background factors.
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Functional literacy among teenagers

Estimating the number of teenagers with educational defi-
ciencies requires a standard.of achievement against which the
test results for each teenager.can be comps ed. Several tests
have been developed and given to natdonal amples of the popu-
lation.

One of the most recent assessments of the educational
achievement of teenagers was the Mini Assessment of Functional
Literacy (MAFL) conducted in 1974 by the National Assessment of
Educational Progress. This test, which was adMinistered to a
nationally epresentative sample of 17-year-old students, was
designed to 'measure the extent of functional literacy among the
population. 1/ The National Right to Read Effort, which commis-
sioned the study, determined that students who failed to answer
correctly 75 percent of the exercises would be considered funb-
tionally illiterate.

These exercises required only basic skills in reading and
understanding written materials including .passages, graphic mate-
rials (drawings, charts, maps, forms), and, reference materials
(dictionarie§, encyclopedias, and telephone directories). The
following sample questions illustrate the level of reading skill
required for a student to be considered functionally literate:

r.-A picture of four doors labeled "Principal," "Nurse,"
"Cafeteria," and "Library" is presented and the student
is asked to identify the door where one would go for
lunch.

--A copy of an auto insurance policy sttatemont is presented
and the student must determine the maximum amount of

t

coverage for medical bills under the policy.
.

- A listing of telephone area codes and long distance
information is presented and the student must identify
the number to call to obtain a number in New York City.

i

Tables 21 and 22 show the MAFL test results by'various demo-
graphic characteristics. Overall, 12.6 percent of the 17-year-
old students were found to be functionally illiterate.

The illiteracy rate for certain socioeconomic subgroups is,
however, higher than'this overall rate. The disparities between
disadvantaged and advantaged'teenagers are quite wide. For those
teenagers defined as educationally disadvantaged, the illiteracy
rate was 25.8 percent, a rate almost three times the rate for
educationally advantaged teenagers.

1/Charles J. Gadway, Functional Literacy: Basic Reading Perform-_
ance (Denver, Colorado,: National Assessmenelhof Education
Progress, 1976).
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Table 21

Teenagers'/(17 Years Old) Who Scored Below 75 Percent
on the.WAFL, By Color and Education of Parents

(percentage).

Education of Parents
Color 'Total Advantaged Disadvantaged a/

White 8.2 6.6 15.6
Black . 40.9 30.0 57.0
Other 30.5 . 27.8 29.3

TOTAL 12.6 8.8 25.8

a/Neither'p'arent completed high school.

Source and definitions: see text discussion.

Table 2

Youths (12-17).Who ScoredBelbv the Literacy Cut-off of the
Brief Test of Literacy, Et Color and Education of Parents a/

(percentage)

Color

White .

Black

TOTAL

S.*
Total

Education of Parents
None

3.2 21.9
15.0 52.8

4.8 27.4

Elem. High Sch. College

6.5
18.2

8.9

2.3
'12.0

0.6
1.8

3.5 0.6
,

a/Parents' education is for the first %listed parent.,

Source: See text discussion.

Several othertests of .functional illiteracy were adn-iinis-
tered to national samples of the population in the early 1970s. -

We show only the results of one of these broken down by socio-
economic characteristics. 1/

1/The results from the othez surveys are broadly consistent with
the ones we show. Mot. of the apparent disparities are, a func-
tion of the difficulty of-the cut-off point chosen to define
functionally illiterate. The differences among subgroups
would not be affected by this issue. See Fisher, Functional
Literacy in the Schools, U.S. Dept.-Of health, Education, and
Welfare, National Institute of Education, Jan. 1978.
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The Brief Test of Literacy was administered to youths 12 to
17 years old as part of the Health Examination Survey (1966 to
1970). 1/ For the purpose of the test, literacy was defined as
the level of reading skills attained by the average child in the
United States at the beginning of the fourth grade. As shown in
table 22, 4.8 percent of youths did not meet the literacy stand-
ard of this test. Although this is significantly lower than the
MAFL aggregate illiteracy rate, the disparities among subgroups
within the population are similar.

As with the MAFL data, there are also significant differences
by educational attainment of the parents. The Brief Test of
Literacy also reported illiteracy rates by the grade placement of
the teenagers. As expected, the further a teenager's grade place-
ment is below normal, the higher the probability he scores below
the literacy cut-oft. This provides some direct evidence that
our normal /below normal attainment variable in the regression
analysis was capturing primarily the effects of achievement dif-
ferences.

Functional competency_: The Adult
Performance Level (APL) Project

1

The studies described'above, which asses unctional liter-
acy ofthe population, are designed to measure the ability to .

0

read and understand written material. One'study that went beyond
this traditional notion of literacy was the Adult.Perfolmance
Level Project, conducted in 1974 by NorvellNortficutt at the Uni-
versity of Texas (Austin). 2/ The objectives-ofthis project
were to "specify the competencies which are functional to economic '
and educational success in today's society." 3/ To measure.the
level Of functional competency within the population, the project
developed a series of tests., within each of five generavl knowledge
areas and tested the performance of a national. sample of adults.
These tests require the individual to perform tasks such'as

--filling out a sample check to pay for a purchase,

--completing a letter to a Congressman to express opposition
to a bill, Q.

--addreSsing a business envelope, and

4#3

1/Dorothee-Vogt, Literacy- Among Youths 12-17.Years, Vital and
Health Statistics, Series 11-131 (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
'Government Printing Office), December 1973.

/
2/Adult Performance Level Project, Adult Functional Competency:

-.
' A Summary (Austin, Texas: University of Texas, Office of

Continuing Education, March 1975).'

p. 1.
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--completing missing information on an application for a
Social Security number.

Test scores were then correlated with measures of the actual
economic status of the individual test taker. The test scores
were found to be significantly correlated with economic status
measures, and these correlatiohs were used to establish corres-

gbpondencebetween test.score levels and functional competency
-levels. For'example,,the APL 1 category ("functionally incompe-
tent") contains -indivIddals had below poverty level income,
8 or fewer years of were unemployed or unskilled.
Thus, the APL 1 category contains the individuals who ranked
lowest by test,accre, and most (butnot all) of these individuals
had the above three low socioeconomic characteristics.

.

Table 23 shows the overall percentage of the youths 18 to
24 years old who were measured as functionally incompetent (APL
1 category) and by color and income level. According to the APL
results, 19 percent of youths (18 to 24 years old) were function-
ally incompetent.

Table 23

Youths (18-24) who'Scored in the APL-1 Category
('Function4.1y-Sncompetent) by Color and Family Income

(percentage)

-7;

color Total
Family Incpme

Below poverty Above poverty

White 12 14 11
Black 53 61 48
Other 50 48 51

Total 19 32

Source: See text discussion,.

16

Other assessments of
educational achievement

Two _additional Rets_o educational-data---were-i-dent-if-i-ed-
our literature review. These. includepresults from (1) the Nation-
al Assessment of Educational Progress tests in reading and basic
skills 1/ and (2) The'National Longitudinal Survey of the-High

1/W. Vance Grant and C. George Lind, Digest of Education Statis-
tics, 1979 (Washington, D.C.: Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, National Center for Education Statistics, 1979).
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School Class of 1972. 1/ These tests do not provide an absolute
standard of "competency" or "literacy" against which to compare
the population. Rather, they simply use the average performance'
of the population (i.e., all teenagers) as the norm and then com-
pare the performance of subgroups within the population to these
population norms.

Table 24 shows how selected subgroups of 1.77,year-olds per-
formed relative to the national population on the NAEP assess-
ments of reading and basic skills. As with all our other pre-
sehtations, large and significant differences in performance by
indicatorstof socioeconomic status exist.

Students in the National Lorigitudinal Survey of the high
school class of 1972 werengiven a battery of tests in the follow-
ing areas: vocabulary (ability to understand the English langu-
age), reading (ability to read and understand Short passages of
nontechnical material), mathematics (ability to solve reasoning
problems involving quantitative comparisons, but not requiring
algebraic, geometric, or trigonometric skills), letter groups
(ability to find general concepts in a nonverbal context); mosaic
comparisons ,(perceptual speed and accuracy); and picture number
(rote memory11s).

Table 25 shows how selected subgroups of high school seniors
performed relative to the national average on the various tests
given in the National Longitudinal Survey. Again, we kind the
familiar patterns by socioeconomic status of the family.

SUMMARY s

The above compilation suggests that there are important
differences between socioeconomic groups in the degree to which

1

National Assessment of Educational' Progress, The First National
Assessment of Career and OccupationalDevelopment: An Overview
(D nver, Colorado: National Assessment of Educational ProgresS,
Ntnber, 1979). .

1/1,4 m B. Fetters, National Longitudinal Study of the High
Sc 1 Class of 1972: Student Questionnaire and Test Results ,10

By Sex, High School Program, Ethnic Category and Fathers' Edu-
cation (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare 1975).

William B. Fe'tters, National Longitudinal Study of the High
School Class of 1972: Student Questionnaire and Test Results
By Academic Ability, Socioeconomic Status and Region (Washing-
ton, 5.C.: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
1976).
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Table 24

NAEP Results on Reading and Basic Skills
by Race and Education of Parents

(percent of correct answers on test) a/

, Reading 'Basic Skills
Characteristics Computation ,:Graphic Written Manual

'

National Mean 72 70 80 63 66

Color

Black 55 49 59 53 53
White 75 73 84 64 69

Parental Education_

No high-school 62 60 69 59 58
Some high school 65 63 72 58 60
Grad. high school 71 69 79 62 66
Post high school 77 76 , 86 67 70

a/Percentages have been rounded to nearest whole number.

Sources: W. Vance Grant and C. George Lpd, Digest of Education
Statistics, 1979 (Washington,-DC: Department of Health,
Education, and welfare, National Center for Education
Statist4s, 1979), p. 31.

National Assessment of Educational Progress, The First
National Assessment of Career and Occupational Develop-
ment: An Overview (Denver, Colorado: National Assess-
ment of Education Progress, November, 106).

Table 25
J

National Longitudinal Survey of the High
School Class of 1972 Results by Areas and
Selected Socioeconomic Characteristics

(percentage of answers correct)°

Picture/
Characteristic Vocabulary Number Reading

Letter
Groups Math.

Mosaic
Cgmp.

National Mean 43 57 49 65 52 39

SES

Low 30 51 38 56 38 36
Medium 43 57 49 66 52 40
High 57 63 ' , 61 74 67 43

Race

White 46 59 52 68 55 41
Black ZO 41 28 45 26 28

Father,'s Education

. .

Not HS Grad. 36 55 44 62 45 38
HS Grad. 45 59 52 69 55 41
College Grad. 58 63 62 75 68 43

Sources: Fetters, op. cit.

1
GAO tabulations of published results.
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they are being prepared in the basic skills needed to function in
a modern economy--reading, writing, and mathematical skills.

There-is, however, one caveat that the reader should consider
in evaluating the significance of, these data. The factor of ulti-
mate interest is not the teenager's score on the test. is

rather,productivity on the job, and although performance on the
test is almost certainly correlated with susegilent prtductivity
on the job, it may not be closely pr. In addition, some
feel it may be a good predictor tr one socioeconbmic group (e.g.,
middle class whites) but a poor predictor for another (e.g., lower
class blacks)--i.e., the tests maybe "culturally biased."

A detailed survey of the literature on cultural biasin .

tests is beyond the scope of the presentrrtby. However, this
does not mean that the achievement gaps in the existing test data
should be ignored. Many educators around, the country do think
they are significant enough,to be used as.a guide for allocating
remedial resources and monitoring student progress. Others,'how-
ever, hold th& view that existing test instruments are not
culturally biased. Whatever the relative merit of these pog%tions,
a desirable approach would be to focus efforts on closing these
achievement,gaps. They will not only be helping with whatever
serious teenage unemployment exists but also with improving the
life chances of these individuals far beyond their experience
as teenagers.

k
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'CHAPTER,5

TEENAGE UNEMPLOYMENT: EFFECTS ON FUTURE LABOR

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES AND CRIMINAL; BEHAVIOR

Al

One reason people are concerned about teenage unemployment
is that theybelieve it may. have serious effects beyond the imme-, N....-----,.

. vatp loss of income and the, frusttation incurred by the teenager.
Thee most serious side effect is that teenagers might engage in

. eriminal 4ctivity. The other, although less` dramatic effect, is
that_the unemployment experience may hinder a teengeF!.s future
labor market experience.

-,,,

In thils chapter we present surveys of the existing evidence.
4.0

Many moie'ttudies have been wri&ten,on the teenage unemployment/
crime link th&lon the teenage unemployment /future labor market Li

0

success relationship. After a brief section on the latter, the
rest of --be chapter and appendix II presents a Critical survey.
of the literature on the criminal be4viorleffect.

Ea

EFFECTS ON FUTURE 'LABOR MARKET SUCCESS -

duranalysis in the earlier chapters has shown that because
of the"type of. unemployment experienced by ,the majority of teen-
agers- -short duration, involving only,a part-time job, begun and
terminated vpluntarily b, the teenager--it would probably not have
any long run effects on labor market success. However,.some.per-
iods of unemployment are long and'occur in a context suggesting
a serious need for a full-time job. These types of experiences
could°, in principle, have- lung run effeuts. -The-effect-could-op-
erate through a number of channelsloss of jop,ekpeience, loss
of hard-to-obtain information on career ladders, loss of motiva-
tion, or some combination of these. But it is also plausible
that-even long periods of unemployment may not have any-serious

i long run effects. Individuals, especially when they are young,
can be fairly resilient in the face of adversity. Clearly whit .

is needed on tits issue is empirical evidence--deductive specula-
tiong are highly inconclusive.

4
, Empirical evidence on this issue, like that on so many as-.

pects of socioeconomic behavior, however, suffers from uncon-
trolled elements. It is rarely possible to assemble groups of
individual.s who differ only in the variables whose effect's yod
want to study. At best, data can be assembled on nonrandomized

6

1/The exceptions are the recent income maintenance, housing al-__
lowance, and health insurance experiments. These experiments
raise difficult issues on another level. See Farber and, Hirsch,
"Social Experimentation and Economic Policy: A Survey",Journal
of Economic Literature, Volume XVI, Dec. 1978, pp. 1379-1414.
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groups'of individuals who are then followed through time (i.e.,
so-called-longitudinal or "prospective" data frameworks). Al-
though this does not solve the problem of holding other things
constant, it does allow us to observe the situation both before
and after the variablesof interest have changed, and this can
sometimes be Of gleat help ih interpreting the validity of any ob-
'served correlations. We can observe some of the factors that
caused the explanatory variables to change which in turn can sug-
gest'whether the variable of interest is likely to be correlated
with variables not included in the analysis. Longitudinal data

lailso allow ust.o study directly how events in one segment of the
"4Ei.fe cycle effect behavior in another, whih is precisely the
type of problem we are studying.

Two studies based on an excellent prospective longitudinal
data set are available. Collection of the basic data was begun in
1966 when a national probability sample was used to select 5,000
men to interview on their labor market status, experience, and
outlook. Data on a host of personal characteristics and environ-
mental and attitudinal variables were also collected. When inter-
viewed the first time the men ranged in age from 14-24 Subse-
quent interviews, which focused on their labor market experiences,
occurred annually through 1971, with telephone interviews in 1973
and 1975 bringing the total number of panel interviews to eight..,
Attrition rates over the year were not high as indicatectemby
76 percent completion ratethrough the 1975 interviews. 1/

Recently a study appeared that addressed t long-term labor
market effects of teenage-unemployment,using e NLS longitudinal
file. 2/ Becker and Hills focused on men 6-19) who were not
enrolled in school during 1967 and also .d some work or labor
force experience during that year. Fo those of this group who
were employed in 19'75, it was possib to measure their hourly
wage rate, which served as the cri ria for measuring long run
effects. They asked the question Is there any relation between
the unemployment experience of dividuals in this group 8 years
ago and the wage rate yevel t. -y have achieved on their current
job?. -

Since they wanted to isolate theonet effect ofearlyuhem-
ployment experience, the authors tried to hold other factors con-
stant.. They did,this statistically by running a multiple regres-
sion analysis. As we saw in chayeler'3, the dependent variable
(the.hourly.wage rate Of the individual in ]975 ) is correlated
simultan@obsly with variables that measure not only the factor
of interest (unemployment experience in 1967) but also other

4,
1/Center for Human Resource Research, The National Longitudinal
Surveys HandboOk,.Columbus, Ohio State University, 1977.

2/Brian'Becker and7Stebban'Hills, "Teenage Unemployment: Some
Evidence of the Long Run Effect on Wages", Journal of Human
Resources, Volume V, No. 3, Summer 1980.
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factors that can effect the dependent variable and which may be
correlated with early-unemployment experience-- measures of hipan
capital factors, such as years of school completed and subselbent
post-secondary training, and 'measures of tastes and attitudinal
factors, such as marital statu4, number of dependents, and the
score'the individual made on a4psychological test, that attempted
to measure Motivation: This last measure is particularly use-
ful td have because there is some Presumption that the data will
be characterized by what statisticians ball ,nheteogeneity".
That' is, even after holding many personal characteristics con-
stant, individuals' will still differ by fattors other vthan
early unemployment--e.g., an individual with personality prob-
lems. The attitudinal tests obtained in the National
-Longitudinal Surveys at least.aflow,for some control over this
source of bias.

The regression equation they fitted was, essentially, the
following 1/:

Y =,A + Bixi + 82X2 + B12X3X2 + (n = 18-7 observa-
tions) 1=3

. Where: Y = hourly wage rate'in 1975

X1 = experienced.one or more periods of unemploym-ent in
1967 (dummy variable)

X2= weeks Of unemployment in 1967

X
3 = race (dummy vaiable, 1 = white)

e

X. = control and standardizing variables- marital statul$
yeareof school completed, region oE residence in
1975,, etc.

Thus they estimated the effect of unemployment experience with ,

two variables--a measure of incidence and a measure of uration.
They also tested to see if the long run effects interacted with
race--i.e., whether a given negative employment experience as a
teenager had a stronger effect for one race than for another.,4

Their findings were, perhaps surprisingly, that B1 was'very
large, and positive. Those who experienced a spell of unemploy-
ment as a teenager had higher hourly wagesjos young adults. Al-;.
though ,this positive effect diminished with the length.of unemp-
ployment (i.e., B2 was negative), it did not, for white males,
eliMinate the positive effects even for long Reriods of unemploy-.
ment. For blacks,, however, additional.weeks,df unemployment had'
a greater negative effect on subsequent wages (i.e., B32 was pos-
Ltive). While unemploymen,t9periods of up\to 8-10 weeks had a
'positive pr negligible effect on subsequent wage rates, anything

1/Their actual equation contained an X2
2

term.
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beyond that time, however, had a significant negative effect for
blacks. These findings are summarized in table 26. The table
shows the difference between the 1975 wages of those young adults
who had experienced one or more periods of unemployment in 1967
and the wages of young adults who had experienced no unemployment
in 1967. The positive effects for those who experienced short
periods of unemployment are quite strikingin percentage terms--
e:g., a white malewho had experienced unemployment for 2 weeks
had wages, on average, 28.1 percent higher than white males who
had not experienced any unemployment as a teenager. For blacks,
the positive effectS.disappear for periods of unemployment greater
than 8 weeks. The large negative values for blacks at very long
periods cannot be taken too seriously, however; because they re-
sult from the particular functional form used by the authors to
describe the interaction between race and the effect of unemploy-
ment on wages. Also, the coefficient estimate (of B32) was just
on the borderline of statistical significance.

Table 26 1

Absolute and Percentage Change in Average Wages
b

t by Duration ana Race
(Direct Effect)

iWeeks
Unemployed . Black White

Absolute' Percent Absolute Percent
(in cents) (in cents)

. 1 154:51 ...i29.3 163:64 . 31.1
2 .129:63 -, .24.6 147.89 28.1
3 %105./3

.---- 20.1' 133.12- 25.2
4 82.81 : 15.77 119.33 22.6
5 60.E7 11.5- 106.52 20 '2
6 - 39.31. 7.E 94.69 17.9
7 ,"19.93 , 3414 8'3.84 15.9
8 "% ( . 0.93 0.2 73.97 14.0
9 ,-17.09 -3.2 '65.08 12.3

, 10 -34.13 -6.5 57.17 10.8
11. -50.19- -9-5 50-24!

'N 9.5
12' -65.;,27 =12.4. 44.29 8.4
13 -79'07 .. -15.1 39.32' 7.5 %. ,

14 -92,
v

49 .: -17.5 ''35.33 " .7
15. -104.60 ' -19.8 . 32.35 6.1

4 , .4
.

Source: 'Becker and Hills, "Teenage.Un employment...." OP.W.Cit.,
p..366, Table ,3.'

.
,

A

""

r-1
. .

Thus, this ,study finds that eve '11.
among teer)agers who expefri-;

enced unemployment while out of school, there is not much evidence
of 'any effect on'future labor market apportunitieS. ,Tclr
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blacks, or course, the findings require a slightly modified
'statement. 1/

We could only find one otheristudy that attempted serious
empirical analysis of this issue. 2/ Stevenson applied a quite
different statistical methodoloch, and used slightly different

. variables than Becker and Hills did even though they both' used. the
same longitudinal data file. Forlpales, Stevenspn's conclusions
appear broadly consistent with those of Becker and Hills. As
noted in chapter 2, Stevenson did find a very large and signifi-.
cant effect among women and we gave'there the argument about why
the results for women areso difficult to interpret.

EFFECTS ON CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR

Politicians and members of the general public believe a con-.
nection between crime and unemployment exists. To cite a single
example, the late Senator Hubert Humphrey stated in an address to
the Joint Economic Committee that if "youths don't have a chance
to earn money op a job, they get money in the'streets." 3/

Despite the widespread and intense belief that unemployment
is a significant cause of crime, convincing empirical evidence
does not exit. 4/ This is not to day thato4Aere is absolutely
no positive relation. For example, it is highly unlikely that a
decrease in the time it takes a teenager to,find a job would in-
crease crime, so if anything, the crime rate would 'decrease: The
`issue is whether the decreage.wauld be'quite significant or only
slightly greater than no change. On this question, unto4tunately,
the existing empirical data do not shed much light.

Moreover the situation is made more difficult to interpLet
because of the way unemployment:is measured. Teenagers that lack
personal qualifications may report themselves as out of the labor

4 1/One shortcoming of the.Becker-Hills study is that they did not
analyze forposible-differences in occupational status. It
is,possOle that jobs with longer, run growth potential could -

have the same level of wages as aI.ower growth.occupation in
the early years,of the careerp'attern,

2/Wayne'Stevenson, "The Relationship Between Youth Employment
and Future Employability and Earnings", in Supplementary
Papers' From the Cor4erence on Youth Unemployment: Its Measure-
ment and Meaning, U1 S., Department. of Labor, Employment and
Training Administration, Office of Youth Programs, Oct. 1978.

3/Ninety-ourth Congress\, .second session, September 1976.

4

4/0th.er haVecome to the same conclusion. See Richard A. Tropp,
"Suggested Policy Initiatives fovEmployment. and.Crime. Problems,"
in'CriMe and Employment Issues (The Affieritan University .Law
School, Institute for-Advanced Studie in Justice, 1978).',
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force and not interested in a job. Some teenagers in this group
may well be pushed into criminal behavior because of their ina-
bility to qualify for a job, ,but they would not show up in the
data as being unemployed in the period before committing their
crime. Thus, the existing data ohly fails to support the notion
that inability to find a job, by an otherwise qualified teenaget
ics a significant cause of juvenile crime. A serious lack of
persdnal qualifications could still be a factor.

The sections that follow present critical reviews of-the
more salient studies on the teenage crime determinants. These
are as brief and nontechnical as possible. Appendix II contains
a more detailed and technical critique.

Studies using 'aggregated data

Economists have done most of these studies and they are
the only ones that focus directly on the economi determinants of
crime. Unfortunately these studies are also subj ct to the, `
most serious problems of statistical methodology and intv-,
pretation.

1

An important feature of these studies is that they all use
geographical areas or time periods to their data points.
They either correlate teenage unemployment rates and'orime rates
across areas (e.gi,, across all large cities, across all census
tracts within a single large citj, etc.) or over time (e.g.,
annual teenage unemployment rates and crime rates over a 25 year
period); These data invaiiably show a positive association be-
tween unemployment rates 5.rticl crime rates. when a simple corrfla-

. tion is fit to the dale. That is to say, it. is true that across
areas and over time a simple regresSion between unemplOyNent (UR)
and crime c'l) - V e$

CR = a + bUR

yields a positive value for.b and a statisticallY significant
degree of positive correlation'.

However, once variables other than. unemployment are added to
the equation the picture changes signifiCantly. For example, if
a trend variable is added in order to account for 'other for
cautes of -crime that may have changed-steadily over time, the
positive partial-correlation between crime and unemployment that
remains is much, smaller than in the simple correlation. Since we
do not know if other causal facto Ks have changed over time, the
time series correlation using, aggregate data are not very illu-
minating. 'However, aboilt the most, significant piece of existing
evidence for the unemployment /crime connection', is -to 'be-found in
the time series data. °There definitely seems to be a pro cyclical
relation that can be seen by visually examining the charts of the
two series: When eenage unemployment rises because of a General
businets cycle th r crime rate also terns to rise. .However, the

0.
gt
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degree,of correspondence is not that close'and an important alter-,
native hypothesis can explain this cyclical association--i.e., it
is the lowered income of the family that is motivating the teen-
ager to commit crime rather,;,than his own unemployment. Without
longitudinal data on individual teenagers, these hypotheses can-
not be distinguished.

Similar problems of data and proper specification of causal
variables plague the studies that correlate aggregate data across

'areas. They have not been able to measure enough of the possible
,causes of crime other than unemployment to Make their analyses
convincing. This is Particularly important with unemployment and
crime because there is reason to believe that a "built-in" corre-
lation between them would exist even if there were no causal
relation. Thus, teenagers who are.going to commit crime regard-
less of their employment experiences may also tend to quit (or
be tired from) their jobs more often. Therefore, in areas where
there were more of these problem teenagers, both the crime rate
and the unemployment rate wound tend ,to be high. As we show below,
there is fairly strong evidence that psychological, environmental,
and sociological factors significantly affect the propensity to
commit crime.

Thus, it is quite possible that the observed crime/unemploy-
ment correlaticen in these studies primarily reflects Other factors.
One study id this group 1/ did try to control for some of these
other factors. Fleischer concluded that when he entered measures
of some of these Ot.her factors in his equations he was unable to
isolate any net pllects on crime rates for either unemployment
or for the other factors. This finding does not rule out
significant causal role for unemplOyment,'but it does mean that
across areas unemployment rates are so highly correlated with
measures of family background variables that one cannot,
statistically, unravel the separate effects.

Studies by ecoinomists using
aggregated data review d'"

41,

M. Harvey Brenner% Estimating',the Social Costs ofYouth Unemploy-
e

1 ment Problems. , ,------.
. ..

. Es4mating,the-Social Costs of National Econb-4
.mic Policy.- ,-,...

. 1, .,

BechUolti Burley V. Jr. "Cross-Sectional Analyses of SocioecOno-
mic.Determinants of Urban Crime," Review-of Social Economy,
October' 1975, 33'(2), pp. 132-1.441.

/

e,

e

t 1. /Belton M. Fleischer; "The Effect of Income on Delinquendy," The
American Economid Review, March, 1966; 56(1), pp.,118-137.
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JBlgck, Michael K. and Heineke, John M. "A Labor Theoretic Analy-
sis of the Criminal Choice," The American Economic Review,
June 1975, 65(3), pp. 314-3,25.

0

Ehrlich, Isaac. "Participation in Illegitimate Activities: A
"Theoretical and Empirical Investigation," Journal of Politi-
cal Economy,' May/June 1973, 41(3), pp. 521-565.

Fleischer, Belton M. "The Effect of Income on Delinquency,"
The American Economic Review, March 1966, 56(1), pp., 118-
137..

. The Economics of Delinquency. Chicago,
Quadrangle, 1966.

'Phillips, Llacl; Votey4 Harold L. Jr.; and Maxwell, Rarold.,
"Crime, Youth, and the Labor Market," Journal .of Political
Economy, May/June 1972, 80(3), pt. 1, pp. 491-504.

Sjoquist, David L. "Property Crime and Economic Behavior: Some
Empirical Results, The American Economic Review, June 1973,
63(3), pp. 4309-446.

Studies using data on indiidual 'teenagers

Psychologists and sociologists Have been studxing the-deter-
minants of teenage crime and'delinquency empiricalfy since the
1920s. In striking contrast to the economists, they have only
used data frameworks in which theindividuarteepager is the unit
of observation.

These studies have betn of two types. One type takes a sam-
ple survey of a neral population of teenagers (usually it is a
general populati n from a low income neighborhood), colleci'ts data
on their crimina behavior and other characteristics, and then"
com'pares the ,cha cteristis (family relationships, neighborhood c

relations, school performance, etc.) of those teenagers who com7.
mitted crimes with those who did not., Theot r type of study

I- arises in connection'with the many delinquen y prevention pro-
jects that have occurred since the 1930s. I these projects
a specific "treatment" or "cure" for juvenil criminal behavior
is king tested. A saMpre.ofteenagers is divided up into an
exphrimental and a control group with the teenagers in the exper-
imental group receiving the treatment. The criminal behavior
of both groups is monitored. At the end of the program the crim-.
iminal activity of both groups is compared to see if those in the
experimental group engageloin less crime. 1/

1 /We did notattempt to survey the very large numbe of offender-
rehabilitatior4programs. 'This is an unfortunate omission be
cause many of the rehabilitation program§.Use employment and
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Unfortunately, we could not .locate any general sample survey
type study that-attempted to measure "inability to find work" and
study it as a possible determinant of juvenile crime along with
t'he family and other variables. .Thus, to some extent we are in
the same position as with the first group of studies--an important
possible cause/of crime is omitted from the analysis However,
it does not seem as likely that there would be an analogous "built-
in" correlation problem. Would a warm and close relationship
between a teenager and his father or.,mother be changed signifi-
cantlxif the son experienced some difficulty finding a job?
Perha, but it does not seem as likely as in the case of the
son.who has an estranged relationship with hiS father who is

E also having difficulty holding a job.
.m.o

All of the studies in this group that we surveyed reported
very significant 'and strong correlations between juvenilt crime
and family relationship variables and juvenile crime and the teen-
ager "s peer group relations and pressures. These findings are
not, of course, evidence against the, unemployment/crime connec-
tion, but they are a major reason for doubting the reliability
of, the findings of the first group of studies that included
unemployment but not these family and other variables.

The findings from the evaluations of the delinquency projects
are not very, helpful with regard to our issue. One Law Enforce-

- ment Assistance Administration sponsored study of ten projects
concluded that none of the treatments,appeared to have had any
"e-ffeot son reducing delinquent behavior. 1/ The incidence of.
Oriminal 'behavior among the experimental group and the controls
was abOut the same in all the experiments. 4 /

Most of the treatments used involved trying to insure that
the teenager would receive attention and involvement with family
surrogates--counselors, social workers, psychologists, etc. Some
of".the,treatment programs also involved promises of help with
finding employment.

employment related treatments to prevent recidivism. However,
_the evidence from this source might not be that meaningful be-
cause something that works as a rehabilitation device may not
be arL important preyentive mechanism. -Once someone has com-
mitted a crime and been caught he/she may be 'ready to reform,
and a job opportunity would- be very important. However it
/does not follow that a job opportunity would have prevented,
'him/her from becoming a criminal in the first place.

1/LEAR also sponsors the National' Assessment Center of Delinquent .

Behavior and Prevention at the University of Washington. This
center maintains a data base on all delinquency prevention
projects and does extensive survey, and evaluation studies' of
the project's. We were, not able to obtain any of their material
for this study.
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Studies on individual
teenagers reviewed

. .

William Berl man. Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Experiments.:
.A Revie and Analysis, (U.9% Department of Justice, Law
Enforc ent Assistance Administration, Office of Juvenile
Justic and Delinquency Prevention, Washington, D.C.,
19.80)P

.

GlueCk & Glueck. Of Delinquency and Crime, (Charles C. Thomas,
Springfield, Ill., 1974).

Travis Hirschi. Causes of Delinquency; (University of'California
Press, Berkeley, 1971).

Jenkins, et al. The Behavioral Demography 'of the Young Adult
Male Offender, (Rehabilitation Research Foundation,
P.O. Box p3587, Montgomery, Alabama 36109).

Delinquency in American Society. (Law Enforcement Assistance
Agency, Institutp of Juvenile Research, Chicago, Ill.,
1978).

Two studies in the process of being carried,out are: Delin-
quency in a Birth Cohort and Predicting Adult Criminal
Careers from-Juvenile Careers, both sponsoi-ed by the
National Institute of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention (NIJJDP) of the Law Enfarcement Assistanct
Administration, Department of Justice.

Surveys of offenders

The,;final source of information we covered was data collected
on incarcerated offenders. The RAND Corporation had conducted two
inn -depth interview surveys with small and moderate'sized groups
of prisoners in California state prisons. 1/ The offenders were
asked questions about their criminal records, how they were
treated by the criminal justice system, their motivations for
committing crime, drug use, etc.

In the small group study the offenders were asked-if "losing
a job" was a contributing factor to their committing crime; 4.8
percent said "yes" with regard to thd crime committed Whenthey
'were juveniles while 15.6.percent said "yes" for the crimes,
committed during their, adult life.-

.

V

1/Petersilia, 'et al.) Criminal Careers Qf Habitual Felons,
(R- 2144 -DOJ, RAND Santa Monica, California, 1977.)

Peterson, et al., Doing Crime: A Survey'of California Prison
-Inmates, (R-2200-D6J, RAND, Santa Monica, California,,,i980.

o
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In the other RAND study the question did not "`distinguish the
life cycle stage of criminal behavior. The offenders (who were
all beyond their teens at the time of the survey, with 80 percent
'over 25) were shown a list of possible reasons foecommitting
crime and told to assess the importance of each reason (i.e.,
very important, somewhat important, etc.) in causing them to
commit the crime that led to their current incarceration. About
30 percent of--theoffenders,in the sample said that "couldn't
find 4 job" was_a very important reason for their committing their
most recent crime.

Another source of information n youthful offenders is a
very detailed and comprehensive survey of the characteristics
of state prison inmates done by the Census for LEAA in 1974. 1/
No attitudinal questions were,,asked, but data were gathered on
a. host of objective personal characteristics including employ-
ment status in the month preceding the lates-tanrest.

Offenders who were 18-19 at the time they last entered prison
had an unemployment rate of 21 percent during the month preceding
their latest arrest. This is the number oltprisoners who said
they were looking for work during that month.divided by the sum
of those who said they were employed for pay and those who said
they were looking for work. It is important to break down the 21
percent figure by race because blacks are greatly overrepresented
in the prison population, and they generally.have much higher
levels of unemployment than whites. The unemployment rate for -
black offenders in this group was 23.2 percent for the white

J
offenders it was 18.5 percent. Almost all of this subgroup of
prisoners had beeni,arrested within the period 1970 -74. During
this period the official unemployment rate for all blacks 18-19
years old was about 24 percent and for whites 18-19 years old,
it was L2 percent.

: In sum, it seems fair'to say that.he evidence from both of=-
fender statements about their motives for crimes and their reports
of their employment status preceding arrest, represents a mixed e .

picture concerning the issue A whether inability td find a job
a significnt cause of crime. The statements about_moti-ves

for teenage crime show a very small percentage who said that
inability to find a job was important. Th4- higher pertentage who
said that inability to find work caused them to commit crimes when
they were gdults could reflect the f4act that as one accumulates a
criminal' record it becomes harder and harder to find a job. This
is not the same thing as saying that inability to find a,job
causes a person to start committing crime in the.first,place:

0
,

1/Profile of 'State Prison Inmates Sociodemographic Findings From
the 1974 Survey of Inmates at State Correctional Facilities,
National Prisoner Statistics Special Report SD-NPS-S1R-4, August
1979-, U.S. Depareh-cmt=1-710ffri-Ce, Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration.
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Comparing the reported unemployment rates of offenders who
were 18-19 at the time of arrest with those of the entire.18-19
year old population shows no difference lor blacks and a higher
rate for whites. The difference for whites, however, may be
accounted for by, lower levels of educational attainment than non-
offendefs, and'unemployment is related to educational attainment
in both offender and non-offender populations. Also it appears

,likely that prisoners' responses would be biased in the direction.
.of overstati014-their unemployment in the'pre-arrest period.

Conclusion

The claim that a.teenager's inability to find aAjob Afthae
an effect on his gropenSity to commit a crime is intuitively
plausible. However, the existing empirical evidence on .11e deter-.
minants of crime does not shed any light on howoimportant the .

effect of unemployment is. The studies that sugq-e-s.E-II-R4Ybe---
signific-ant are flawedin terms ofstatistical methodology, and
the studies,that are better statistically focus on variables other
than unemployment.

As noted, however, inability to find a job is not the only
way that the labor market might operate to induce crime. Being
'unable to qualify for a job'wouhd appear to be, a priori, much
more conducive to criminal behavior, but, because of data limita-
tions, we have not been able to, focus very precisely on this
group. Teenagers unqualified for jobs are a serious social prob-
lem (see chapter 3) even-if they do not commit crimes. That they
may also be contributing to crime makes the situation even more
urgent.

A final point relates to.the important distinction between
low wage jobs and unemployment. A "job-qualified" teenager might
not be driven to crime by a moderatefir difficult period of unem-
ployment. Faced with a lifetime-of modest paying_iobs (relative
to his/her aspirations) however, the teenager might be tempted.'
The relevant public policy response here is not obvious.
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CHAPTER 6

COINICLUSION OBSERVATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The high measured rate of teenage unemployment does not
accurately indicate either the degree or the type of labor market
problems facing teenagers. Perhaps the lesson is-that we should
all approach aggregate social statistics with care, trying always
to delineate what aspects of human'behavior and welfare they are
measuring. Some of our other findingshowever, do have implica-
tions for policies'and programs.

Our analysis on the numbe'r and type of teenagers in need of
help leads us to conclude that the recent emphasis on work exper-
ience should probably be shifted toward finding some kind of ser'-
vices that will help all those teenagers that are deficient in
scholastic achievement, whether they are employed, unemployed,
or out of the labor force.

Based on our analysis of the labor market deficiencies Of
teenagers, we 'conclude that reducing the educational achievement
gap between disadvantaged and advantagedteenagers needs to be
stressed. It is important to note, however, that although we con-
clude that educational achievement deficiencies are a major com-
ponent of teenage labor market problems, we do not know which\
specific programs or policies will solve the:problem. Further
research and development activities are needed in the following
areas:

--encouraging the development of micrb,,data bases that con-
tain detailed family background, educational achievement,
and labor force iriformation,on a longitudinal basis so
that the relationship between basic skills problems,
a cess to informal channels of labor 'markeeinformation,
a making a 'successful transition from school to work
is ully understood; "

--studying alternative systems for identifying and deliver-
ing educational and training services to disadvantaged
teenagers- -for example= the Job Corps residential approach
versus the newly developed "Street Academies",, the race
of the Public Employment Serlace versus neighborhood out-
reach organizations;,and

--developing special longitudinal surveys of teenagers that
analyze the relationship between "labor market experience
and criminal behavior.

e

Our analysis, of factors that cause unemployment and non-
participation leads us to a number of conclusions,. We found that
whether or not out-of-school teenagers lived in'a welfare house-
hold had a large effect on the probability that they would be in

' the labor force. This could suggest that the work, disincentive
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provisions built into the current AFDC program may be reducing'
the labor force participation of out-of-school teenagers in gen-
eral and of black teenagers in particular. We conclude that con-,
sideration should be given to changing the rules of'.the current
AFDC program so as to disregard all the earnings of dependent
children (ages 14-17), regardless of their school status, when
calculating the families' entitlement. W ognize that thig
change Pay,-to some extent, conflict' witAgmajor objective
of youth labdr market policy--making sure that every youth
achievesan.adequate level of skill in readin and math. How-
ever, we feel that on balance thecodflict could be resolved
by testing the revised regulation in severagl states on an
experimental basis (see HHS and DOL comments and GAO reply
in appendix III).

Our conclusion about raising the basic reading and arithmetic
skills of teenagers will also increase their participation while
they are teenagers and possibly reduce measured teenage unemploy-
ment somewhat.. However, as our analysis in chapters 2 and 4
showed, the basic justification for upgrading Scholastic 'achieve-
ment is not a reduction in measured teenage unemployment, although
this will be a useful by-product if it occurs. The very nigh
teenage unemployment rate is primarily due to the high level of
voluntary labor force and job turnover inherent in-our culture,
and this is unlikely to change because of upgrading. What we
hope is that more teenagers will be able to qualify for jobs,
but this will mainly influence the labor force participation
fate, not the unemployment rate:' The major source of the social
benefits is in-the employmentTerformance of teenagers after
they are teenagers--better jobs and careers.

0

Finally our survey of evidence on th4 teenage unemployment/
teenage crime link was highly inconclusive.' This maybe surpris-
ing given the amount of popular discussion that assumes there is
a relationship. However, because of the known importancle of.
factors, other thanunemployment, we could not conclude that a,
significant relationship exists. This leads'us to,cbnclude that

T. special longitudinal surveys of teenagers should be launched
. With the express purpose of studying the relationship. between
a teenager's-labor market experiences and criminal behavior.
Lt would be.desirable for special measures of labor market
experiences to be developed in order to 'pinpoint those teenagers
who have discouraging, labor market experiences (teenagers whose
lack of personal.gualifications for a job are sa severe that
they tend to answer tha,t they are "out of the labor force"^and
."not interested in a job' when queried by the CPS). The studies ,
should begin soon because i.t takes a number of years for the
'data to accumulate..i

0 0'
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON NEED ANALYSIS`

In this appendix, we describe and. assess the cAterie used
by other researchers in estimating need. These studies, which

'largely f9cused on unemployment and labor force data, resulted iQ
a wide range of need estimates, from 379,000 to 3.7 millibn
youths. For each study, we reviewed (1) the assumptions underly-
ing the need estimate, (2) the labor force and other indicators
used to measure need, and (3) the overall size of the need group
and its distribution among subgroups in the youth population.
This infbrmation was used to set our assumptions about who is in
need and provided a perspective.to our need estimates. (See
table 27 for a synopsis of the five studies reviewed.)

SWINTON STUDY

David Swinton of the Urban Institute 1/ provides one apprpaCh
to defining the number of teenagers in need by estimating a nu
of teenage employment "gaps." Using DOL data for 1977 he est
mates "job gaps" that correspond to the overall teenage'bnemploy-
'ment problem, the cyclical sensitivity aspect of the-problem, the
unemployment difference between teenagers/adults, and the racial
differences among unemployed teenagers. Swinton's job gap esti-
mates correspond to four aspects of the teenage employment and
unemployment- experiences: (1) teenage unemployment rates are
always high relative to th'e overall unemployment rate, (.2) these,
gates ar -e extremely sensitive to changes in thelusiness cycle,
(3) the racial disparities in the teenage labor market are worsen

-ing,-and (4) employment problems are concentrated among teeRagers
of both racks who are disadvantaged by family income, education,
or lOcatibn.

inton's estimates of need range from 1.1 million to 3.2
in need of jobs. The largest estimate of need
yment-job gap, representing the number of
e been required to 'reduce the teenage unemploy-
in 1977. A slightly smaller estimate is the

p. This gap assumes that teenagers have the ,same
ment rate as the general population at the rate's cyclical
'and th'at racial disparities are. eliminated. The adult gap
of 1.54 million jobs, which is approxieabely half of the

e or zero Unemployment gaps, indicates the increase
that would give teenagers the'same unemployment rate

ation as a whole. The cyclical gap, at 1.3 million
d reduce unemployment to the full employment level.

ton assumes that the 'employment 'level in 1969 4brovimates
owegt lep of unemployment-that the economy\can attain.)

million ager
is the zero unempl
jobs that would h.
ment rate to zer
total to
unemplo
min imu
estimat
total tee
in employmen
as the pop
jobs,
(Swi
the

to

1/David H. Swinton, "Towards Defining the Universe of Need for
Youth Employment Policy, " A Review of Youth Employment Problems,
Programs and Policies. (Washington, D.C.: ,The, Vice President's:
Wask Force on Youth Employment), Vol. I, JanuAry 1980.
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'- Finally the racial gap,-'which at 1.1 million jobs is the smallest
need'estimate, represents the number of jobs required to eliminate
the acial disparities in teenage unemployment.

Swinton noted that the employment gap's are not distributed
equally across the teenage populatione with certain ubgroups
bSaring a disproportionate share of the unemploymen burden. In
general,(he finds that minorities, males, and cer in geographic
areas ark disproportionately respres.ented in his arious need'
estimates. For example, he found that the perc ntages of jobs

,that would be distributed to poverty areas is ghei under the
racial and totalfteenage gap estimates ,(42 and 27 percent).

LERMAN STUDY

Robert Lerman, of the Department of Labor, / similarly pro-

.

vides several estimates of the number of teenagers in need bf
jobs. These estimates, which range from 734,000 to 3.3 million
teenagers,' vary by the economic status and labor'force variables
-used to define the groups 'in need. Universe 1, consisting of all
people.16-24 years old who were unemployed for 15 or more weeks
in 1977, is approximately 2.9 million. This group, whiCh is
largely' white and male, consists primarily of out-of-school

aP youths, over half are high school graduates.
o.

Lerman's universe II estimate of need is based upon his "non-
employment"'and eteenagers expectO to work" concepts. Teenagers
expected to work are these who are not enrolled in school and are
without children. \Aonemployment inclUdes the officially unem-
ployed,p,lusrthose who are out of the labor fo "rce because they
think that Ao "jobs are available or that they are not qualified
for any iort ("discouraged unemployed "). This group includes only
teenagers from economically disadvantaged families and represents
the following subgroups .of disadvantaged teenagers:

,
-

--Alternative A inclucles'teenager's with 15-or more weeks of
unemployment '(734,0:00);

-7Alte,Fnative B includes ,teenagerwho are expected to work
and art experiencing 15 weeks oar more of nonemployment
-(2,086,000); and. -; %.

-- Alternative C includes teenagers who'are not expected to
work and are experienting 15.or more weeks of unemployment
plus teenagers who are expected to work and are experienc-
ing 15 or more weeks.of nonemployment.(2,289,000).

1/RObert Lerman, An Analysis of Youth Employment 'Problems," A
Review of .Youth Employment Problems, Programs and Policies,
(Washington, D.C.: The Vice Pfesident's Task 'Force on YOuth
Employment), Janu4ry 1980. '
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Under each alternative in universe II approximately two-thirds
are in the 20-24 year old group,-and the vast majority are
nonstudents.

Universe III represents all teenagers who are Currently
jobless and experienced 15 or more weeks of nonemployment during
the previous year. The 3.3 million teenagers in this category
include those both in and out of school. Thisi,roup q_so includes
a larger proportion of 16-17 year oldS than the other hp d esti-
mates calculated by Lerman.

?
Finally Lerman estimates the job gap facing low income and

.minority teenagers. Using this measure of need, almost 2.8
million teenagers require employment services. This, estimate
represents the number of jobs required to,bring the employment!,
population ratios of low-income and minority teenagers up to the
levels attained by white teenagers from moderate and high income
families. Targeting on disadvantaged teenagers in this way
results in a larger representation of nonwhite teenagers within'
this need estimate.

TL1/2.GGART STUDY

A third approach to estimating theneed for employthent and
training services was provided by Robert Taggart, the former Ad-
ministrator of the Office of Youth Programs in the ij.S. Department
of Labor.,!/ In contrast to Swinton's and Lerman's approaches,
Taggart provides a rzelp/Of estimates fora variety of employment
and training service rather than solely for employment. He
advocates a ."sequential and developmental perspective" based upon
the progression of teenagers in their transition from schoOl to

,work. Taggart's definition of need includes.four categories:
pre-employment preparation, preparatory work, experience, intensive
training and remediatLon, and career entry Employment. Within
each of these categories, Taggart'provides minimum, intermediate,
and maximum estimates of teenagers in need.

First, the need for pre-etployment pleparation is related to
deficiences in coping skills, world of %.tork awareness, and the
ability to to ate -and hold a job. This service would be the
least targetda and would be provided to many'teenagers regardless
of their family incomes. The need for this service is estimated
from questions on the NLS regarding knowledge of the work world

r
: o

and lack of work experience. The highest estimate of 3.7 million-
teenagers includes those with below average scores on the world
of work test items who have not worked for 2 or more weeks. The

1/Robert Taga'rt, "Th4 Youth Employment Problem: A Sequential
and Developmental Perspectii7e,." A Review of Youth Employment.
Problems, Programs and Policies, (Washington, D.C.: The Vice
President's Task Force on:Youth Employment), Vol. I, January
1980.
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intermediate estimate (2.5 million) includes t enagers with
below average, scores who are from low income f milies and who
'have 'hot worked the equivalent of a full-time ob for 13 or more
weeks in the past year. The lowest estimate of 774,000 only
includes those low income teenagers with below average scores who
have never worked.2 or more weeks.

S.

Another need described by Taggart was preparatory work
experience. This gap is measured from the CPS by adjusting the
employment population ratios of lower income teenagers at each
age to those of adVantaged teenagers. The differences in the
range of estimates (2.3--2.7 million) are 'due ,to the varying
measures of economic hardship employed-- i.e.., 75, 85, or 100
-percent of the Bureau of Labor Statistics lower living standard.

Taggart also specifies the need for career entry.training
and remeaiation for teenagers who are at the career entry point
but lack basic vocational and educational skills. This need group
is estiTated by counting low-income people.21 years old'who are
unemployed, put of school, and lack a high school diploma plus
those out-ok=school teenagers who have a high school _diploma but
were unemployed 15 or more Weeks the preceding year. The esti--
mates range from 64,000 to 82,000 youths, again based on.,dif-
ferences in the definition of elionomically disadvantaged. It,is
assumed that half of the' youtIrg lin need of this service would
be ready at age 18 or 1,9 with, the other ,half at age '20 or 21.

Finally, Taggart estimates the need for career entry employ-
, ment bycounting high school graduates .who are out-of-school and
21 years old, were in the labor force more than 40 weeks in the '

previous year ana earned lest'than $6,000, and were in low income
' families.' One-third of these youths would be placed in jobs

at age 8 or 19, with the remainder at ages or 21. These job
estimates range from 48,100 'to 110,000, d nding on the family
income cutoff used to ,define.low income.

The assumption underlying Taggart's method of estimating
need dittinguish it from the other approaChes that only estimate
the number of teenagers in need of jobs. Taggart argues for
a more comprehensive effort that would addrets all the dimensions
of the problem, noting that improvements in one dimension would

-be neutralized without accompanying improvements in the other
dimensions.

AELDSTEIN AND ELLWOOD STUDY

.A fourth estimate of need is contained in Feldstein's and
Ellwood's 1/ analysis of the teenage unemployment problem. They
conclude tEat unemployment is not a serious problem for the

1/Martin Feldstein and David Ellwood "Teenage Unemployment: What
is theProblem?," NBER Working Pap r No. 393,.(Cambridge, Mass.:
National Bureau of Economic Research,,Inc.), September 1979.
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majority of teenage boys since many neither look for work nor
have the desire to wor,k. They, noted.that most unemployment
periods are short and that Mo4)jobless teenagers live at home:
However, they believe that undrriprdytheht is'a serious problemEor
the'five percent '(379,000) of male teenagers 16-19 years old who
are out o.f school, unemployed, and looking for full-time work.
Further, they found that' half of all unemployment among male teen-
agers is concentrated in a group of 250,000 boys. Both of these
estimates' include teenagers from all family income levels.

NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR EMPLOYMENT POLICY STUDY.

9.

Finally,_ the National Commission. for Employment Poliey,l/
estimated need for teenage employment programs. Using multiples
of tfie Bureau of Labor Statistics lO'wer living income standard as
their only criterion for need, they found that 3.7 million youths
16-21 years old were in households with income below 70 percent,
of the standard,(5.7 million youths if 100 percent of the BLS
standard is used). Although these disadvantaged teenagers are
predominantly white, the probability of being in a low income house-'
hold is much greater for black teenagers since they ,make up a
smaller percentage of the overall population. For the 3.7 million
.estimate, this probability is 46,Percent for black teenagers and
,only 14 percent for .white teenagers. w."

SUMMARY. ').

Estimating.the universe of need is amdmportant.step in ad- `
dressing the teenage unemployment problem. The research reviewed
in this section ,evealed a wide range of need estimates from
379,000 to 3.7 million teenagers. The differences in the magni-
tude of the estimates are primarily due to variations in the demo-
graphic and labor force indicators used to identify teenagers in
need of services.

Except for Taggart's study, all of the pptOaches reviewed.
assumed that employment and labor force status can be, relied upon
to Acurately identify teenagers in need of.labor market services
provided by the Government. Consequently, these approaches
(excluding Taggart's study) appear to assume that the major type
of manpower service that should be given to teenagers in need is.,a

,public service job.

c,

' 1/National Cobmission for Employment Policy, "Size and Character-
istics of the Low-Income Youth Populption" unpublished staff
paper, October 1979.
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Table 27

SuMmary'of Estimates and Need Criteria
Used in Various Need Studies

(000 omitted)
Zr

APPENDIX I

Total.
Source Need Criteria '0.:',4' A in Need

1.,

Swinton--Job Gaps 16-24 years old
' ek

.

'Zero Unemployment Unmployed 3,226
Total Youths . Unemployed

/ ..,,
3,196

'Adult , Unemployed 1,540
' Cyclical Unemployed 1,297
Racial Unemplbyed ' 1,136N

Lerman

Universe I ,. Unemployed more than 15 Weeks 2865
Universe II

-, , !
.

A , Economically disadvantaged and
unemployed more than 15 weeks 734

B Economically disadvaptaged,
unemployed and discouraged 2,086-

C ' Economically disadvantaged,
unemployed and discobraged 2,287

' Univer.se III . Unemployed and discouraged
workers - '8,335

'Universe IV Economically disadvantaged,
andunemployed.plus.out of.

) tNe labor fbrce - 2,776

Taggart'a/ .14-21 years old

Pre-employment
Assistande .

Minimum
Inteimediate

Ma'ximUM

Work Experience
Minimum

Intermediate

. Maximum

Neverworked'more than 2 weeks 774
URemployed plus never forked
more than 13 weeks 2,549

Unemployed plus never,worked
more than 2 weeks 3,736"

Unemployed plus not in'-the
labor forde

Unemployed plus not in the '

laborforce 2,547
Unemployed plus not ip the

2,283

labdr' force°
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Table 27 (cont'd.)
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Total
Source Need Criteria in tted

Training/Remediation
Minimulm" .All 21 years old, unemployed,

H.S. drop out 64
Intelmediate H.S. graduates, unemployed 15 64

. or more weeks (varies with
.'poverty income level def.
used)

Maximum '82

Career Employment '

Minimum

Intermediate

21,year old H.S.''graduates,
earned less than $'6,000 the
year befo,e9 (varies with '.

poverty income level def.
used)

48
Maximum ' 164

'Feldstein and Ellwood- . 16-19 only

Unemployed .and lookintg for a,
full-time job

, 379

National'CommissiOn .._
for Employment Policy 16-21years.,,eld

V
. .

L ,Not available 3,712
2 Nat available 5,670

\ .
F

e/these estitmates'exclude U.S. Department of Labor ,program.
participants. , .

..z.
,

A.
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LIMITATIONS OF STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY USED

STUDY UNEMPLOYMENT AND CRIME

The sections immediately following contain description6 of
a few (but by no means all) of the many problems that occur, in
the studies by economists we reviewed. The first three sections

. relate primarill to the statistical methodology used to interpret
the data on unemployment and crime. The last section discusses
the quality of the data itself.

CORRELATION VS.. CAUSATION

A;most all the studies reviewed contain data showing a.
positive tort-elation between unemployment and crime. Correlation,
however, only measures or indicates association.- In fact, it only ,
indicates the degree of a linear felationship between X and Y.
Under what conditions'oan cause be inferred from correlation?

' Generally-, at least three concepts are required to support
the notion of cause. The first of these is consistAcy, that,
is', all other things being equal'in the population unden con-
sideration, the correlatipn between X and Y.should be consistent
across various subgroups of the population (e.g., if it holdg
for bl'cks it should hold for whites). The next is experimental
evidence, or cause and effect. In other words, if we can inter-
vene andchanw X'for some individuals then the corresponding
Y's will regpdhd accordingly. The third is the development of -a
theory or model that can explain the causeAffect relation in
terms of some plausible hypothesis. Of these three notions,
only one, consistency, can be confirmed by' uncontrolled obser-

,

vation of data.

It is ,important to realize that almost all of the studies
do no more than demonstrateconsiPtency. In fact, even with
consistency we encountered probleths. No all the resultp reported
'in the empirical studies ard'cotisistent, and no one has checked
for cause and effect in the manner of the physical sciences since
the ideal situation' is unattainable. We simply cannot select a
large number of'teenagers and randomly assign them to two groups,
an experimental group that will be forced into unemployment and a
control group that is employed, and s.it back and observe them to
see if the crime rate in the former Ls'higher than in the latter.

.

How serious'are these drawbacks? .Experimental evidence, our
second item, presents the real .problem. '6*Nobody would argue that
upemplbymente,isitheionly cause Of crime. It has been extensively,
demonstrated that psychological and sociological: factors are
important independent causes of crime. However, of the work's we

r
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reviewed, only Eleisher-1/ really confronts the experimental.
evidence (or "specification"-problem as it is known to economists)
issue: According to Fleisher, "The problem of specification has
been treated at length, and it has,been pointed out that precious
little evidence can be brought to bear on the question of speci-
fication of the delinquency model."

Fleisher's own attempt at specification is interesting in
that it vividly illustrates how crude even the pest existing
evidence is. Froth Census and other sources he measured the
percent of women ovet 14 wh' were divorced or separated in all
the communities that ere the units of observation in his regres-
sion equation. This measure was assumed to be highly correlated-
with the proportion of teenagers living in broken homes in the
communities'. He also measured the percentage of the community that
were recent migrants. Then he entered these two variables, in
his,multiple regression equation along with his income and unem-
ployment variables. This specificatin assumes that between
communities with the same percent of vbmen divorced or separatedc

and the same percentage of new migrants, income and unemployment
will not be correlated with any othe'r important determinants of
differences in teenage unemployment rates. But obviously many
other important possible determinants exist, such as ethnic and
religious mix of the community, the quality of the school system,

..the quality of the police force, etc.

THE ECOLOGICAL FALLACY

The literature abounds with observations such as the follow-
ing: Does unemployment cause crime? Yes and no, say witnesses
at a recent Joint Economic,Committee hearing on the social costs
of unemployment. Close correlations ex4tst between.the unemploy-
ment rate and levels of many social pathologies, including homi-
cide, mortality., violent and property crimes, suicide, and 'admis-,
sion to prisoni and mental institutions, according to Johns
Hopkins University Professor M. Harvey Brenner. On an individual
level, however, there is "weak, tf,any support, for the expected
relationship bets.4een unemployment and,crime"'says An4le Mitte, an
economics professor at'the University of North, Caroliha.

Actually, there is no inconsistency. The apparent contradic-
tion can be explained rather easily. It results from a phenomenon
.that ois referredto in the literature as,ecologilcal correlation.

An ecological correlation connects the values of groups of
individuals rather than the values of the individpals composing
the group. For example', in a study that considereqothe relation-,

I

S

1/Belton M. Fleisher, "he Effect of Income onDelinquency,"
The American Economic Review, March 1966,'56(1), pp. 118-137.
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slip between suicide and literacy, E. Durkheim 1/.tdok,clusters
of provinces and found that "public instruction and suicide were
almost perfectly correlated." However, if he had used individual
provinces, the correLition would have been weaker, and
if he lead looked at individuals, the correlation would have been.'
quite small.

Since the values of groups are used in the economists'
studies,'they almost certainly overstate the correlation among
individuals. However, most researchers, do not take this differ-
ence in values into account and instead attempt to relate their
broad findings from aggregate data to individuals. This causes
calculated correlations to be artifically high.

OTHER LIMITATIONS WITH STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY

Almost every study that employs reg ression analysis is bur-
dened to one degree or another by several econometric problems
that include: multi-collinearity, sighificance, and autocorreld-
tion. We briefly discuss the importance of these problems.

Multi-collinearity

When we explained the use of multiple regression, we desig-
nated certain variables as independent, These were the variables,
whose changes we thought important in explaining changes in the
dependent variable. In using independent variables, one hopes
that they are uncorrelated.with one another. When the independ-
ent variables are significantly correlated with one another,
"regression techhiques. have difficulty in separating the influence
of each indeVerident variable on the dependent'varigble. These,
influepces are allocated in a more arbitraryrand unreliable
fashion as the degree of correlation increases. As a result, it
becomes difficult to say anything about the, separate influence of
the. independent\variables,1 Moreover, the existence-6f multi-
collinearity raises the R`,of the regression.

I

As an example of ,multi-collinearity, Fleisher 2/ found In
his study that his variable measuring the percentage of teenagers
living in broken homes`was so highly correlated with his income
and unemployment variables that he was unable to isolate the net
effect of each. S'imifarly, in the study by Phillips, the overall
teenage,crime rate was regressed on measures of black and white
unemployment. However-, these were so highly correlated, that
Phillips was unable to make separate estimates by race.

1/E. Durkheim, Suicide. New York: MacMijlan,.1951. p. 164.

2/Fleisher, of
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Si9nificance

''The reports -cited aboxe abound with statements about the
significance of the variables used in the various regressiOns.
We have discussed the meaning of statistical significance, but
will repeat some of the discussion here. 7

. ,

One meaning of significance ib with regard to sampling error.
This is statistical significance.". Kcoeffi-cient derivectfrom a
sample may differ from,zero, but is this due to sampling variation
or does it reflect a real difference.from zero?

There, are two schools of thought' on the value of statistical
significance tests in nonexperimental research (all the reports
we reviewed are nonexperimental studies)..One school maintains
that these tests are generally notiapplicable in nonexperimental
research. The other school claims. Ehat tests of significance do
have a legitimate place in such rcesearch and that their function
is to answer (with a certain probabilityof error) the question,
"I's there anything in the data that needs to be explained?"

The other meaning of significance is. with regard to the
question."A're the observed differepces importagt What is.
"important" is, admittedly, judgmental and might well depend, upon.
the indiv,idual investigator and. the purpose at hand. On the
other/ hand, the significdnce level of a test depends on the ,sample
size.; 'With a sufficiently large sample,,even'a small difference
can be Statistically.significant.

Autocorrelation in the time series

If the data used in a study are annual time series, then
claSsical regression analysiS must assume that the successive
deviation of the dependent variable from its predicted value

.

( "error. terms") are not related to each other< Statistical.
procedd\res exist to test for .,the presence of independent error'
terms-1-/-(the test specified by Durbinand Watson). When the
test rejects the assumption of independence; the error terms are
said to be autocorrelated. When autocorrelation is present, it
poses potentially grave problems in interpreting the results of
the regression. Correction for autocorrelation has been known
to alter both the sign and statistical significance of the coef-
ficients of the independent variables. Unfortunately3.,much work
using time series data in regressions is bedeviled by autocorre-
lation. F'equently, in our opinion, this difficult problem\in
the studies we reviewed was not treated in sufficient detail.,

0

1/The error results far several reasons. It may occur because of
an omitted independent variable or because the xariableS them-
selves have been measured with error.

O.
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DATA LIMITATIONS

Many sourcesof'data are used in the differe'nt,studies we
reviewed. In addition to the methodological problems just dis-
cussed, the basic validity and reliability of the data itself
is in question.

Some sources of data, such.as Census data, are quite good.
Others' are not so good. In particular, all tht empircal studies
_made at least some use of'the FBI's Uniform Crime Report (UCR).
In our opinion, only Fleisher pays anywhere near sufficient
attention to UCR's limitations. Additionally, crime indices in
general have many problems. As Judith InniSdeNeufville ex

A--plains l/ .

OP

...First, the U.S. crime index, like those in most
developed countries, is basedon police statistics...
Second, the police reports are subject to such variation
in operation and recordkeeping practices...that figures
have been known to double in a year or two after a
change in management. Third, in the U.S., at least,,
the.returns are incomplete because of a failure of many
of the locally controlled police fbrces to cooperate...
Fourth, the index represents not all crimes, not a
representative group of crimes, not the most ser ious
crimes, bdt a selection of the presumably serious crimes
that happen to be most accurately reported. There is
no reason to assume that these particular crimes move
in the same way as crime generally, however.

Anpther problem occurs that is even more difficult to over-
come. In several situations, data on variables in the equations-
are just..not available; In such cases, other data; or proxies,
are used to'estimate the de ired, but missing, data. Of course,
this is not intrinsically b 0. However, when it is necessary to
make such estimates, we feel that very careful reasoning should
accompany the process. In several places this reasoning is so
tenuous that it Seems that-the'aveilability of the data actually
used .in the estimation proCess was the only criterion.

To'summari2e, such of the available data is inappropriate
for the purpose at hand, and many of them are af'poor quality. If
we are ever to make any' real. in 00r understanding of the
relationship between -crime and teenage unemployment (or uneMploy-
nient,in general), we must have data that are better suited to
the purpose at hand and of better quality.

e

1/Judith deNeufville. Social .Indications andtPublic Policy,
(ElsevierScientific. Publishing Co., 1975) pp. 101-119.

9
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CONCLUSIONS

APPENDIX4II

'The Claim that teenage unemployment has .Some effect on the
teenage crime rate is plausible,.. With the -exception of Ehrlich,
all the empirical work we reviewed found that the unemployMent
rate was positively associated with the crime rate. HoWever, we
do not think that the empirical work sufficiently established,
beyond a reasonable doubt, that unemployment has a significant
effect on crime. Two factors lead us to that conclusion.

.

,)4

First, a lack of appropriate data exi01Xs-:-the data are gener-
ally of poor quality,and most of the models are based upOn various
assumptions about individual behavior, but aggregate data are
used. In order 'to be. able td make a .solid case for a causal con-
nection between unemployment and crime, we have to 'deal with that
connectionsat_the individual level, It is not cities'or States
that commit crimes, it is individuals. ,To.use,averages or rates
is to attribute far more'homogeneity to those commitingAcrimes
than is reasonable.

,'\Second, the basic ..statistical technique used,, applying re-
gression\analysisto nonexperimental data, .can never by itself
completely'establish a causal relationship. Once a reasonable
causal model as specified, regression analysis Cam, if data are
available to meas,ure all the important causal variables' in the
model', provide vme convincing evidence of a causal.elatio ship
in the abse'rice of expeeiMental data. However, as We ha e ointed
out the studies we have surveyed haVe not come close to his
standard. They 'have not been able to specify and Measure enough.
of the .potebtially important causal varia es. other than

%.unemployment. . '

Hence, we conclude'that the results reported'in tiwee studies
are far too tentative to be useful tor policy analysis. .we are
convinced that economic policY should not be imFiemented solely
on the basis of the premature (and verypossibly false) findings
reported. The point is not to ignore these studi , but to take
them with the proverbial grain of.salt:

c

o
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APPENDIX III

.UNITEp STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON. 13 C. 20202

AUG 5 ail

Mr. /Gregory J. Ahart

Director, Human Resources Division
U.S. General Accountl Office
Washington, D.C. 26548

Dear Mr. Ahart:

APPENDIX III

ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR'VOCATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION

The Secretary has asked that I respond to your request for comments on your
draft report entitled, "Teenage Unemployment: A Misunderstood Problem."

As a general comment, our review found that the report analyzes many v4riables
within a statistical framework to identify factors contributing to'teenage
unemployment and is quite comprehensive. The report also includes a great deal
of useful information for persons interested in this problem area. We lo find
the report seriously deficient, however, in terms of recommendations for
alleviating the problem. In short, many questions are asked; few, if any are
answered.

We offer the following more specific comments:

Bffects of Teenage Unemployment on Criminal Behavior

) An abundance of research exists on the correlation between unemployment and
crime and yet the exact nature of the. problem is still pot fully understood.
We can assume that ahemployment plays a significant part in the lives of most
youth and'adult offenders. Following contact with the criminal justice system,
a person's future job prbspects grow dimmer, thus contributing to the cycle.

In terms of; causes, we agree that a lack of basic Ocills contributes to the.
4 problem. We also believe that many youth offenders may be handicapped

(Smith & Hockenberry, 1980)., Perhaps 15 percent may be mentally retarded
(Smith, 1978) and 30-40 percent learning disabled (LaufEnforcement Assistance
Administration).

In terms of addressing the problem of young people and grime, we believe that
vocational and alternative education, carefully coord.inated with basic skills

train'ng, can Be an effectivetreatment.

-
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page 2 - Mr. Gregory 3. Ahart

DOL Employment and Training Programs =

APPENDIX III

We agree that manpower programs need to include additional remedial skills and
informational services. We also feel that training in specific occupational
skills is needed to make the difference. Our familiarity with DOL programs
leads us to conclude that those programs which are most successfyl are closely
coordinated with local vocational education programs.

'Vocational Education it Secondary Schools 40

The report.discusses,at length certain behavioral and general employability
--traits which enhance one's job prospects. Basic skills, careei guidance, and
additionalinformation.are mentioned as.possible responses to the unemployment
problem. The se-c-Onda chool setting is specifically cited as the principle
focus for these activities-.

Conspicuous by it absence is any discussion of vocational education's role in
secondary schools:, There are over 7.5 million students In secondary Schools
who receive both general employability (the 4o-called "personality" traits) and ,

occupational skills in conjunction with their Basic skills. Over'90 percent of
. those who complete these programs are able to find employment (National Center

for Education Statistics21970.

Vocational education has also beenfallnd to be a deterrent to dropping out of
high school. Numerous studies exist showing other positive effects of
vocational education participants.

° NCES Report on Youth Employment, .4"

The National Center for Education Statistics has recently published a
contractor's report on "Youth Employment During High School." You may find this
report useful in constructing your final version, A copy is enclosed.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on your draft report. If you would
like to discuss our comments further, pl

Enclosure
4

.

contact Mr. Al Marra age5-2626.

-Sincerely,

4/1/41"4*
Robert M. Worthington
Assistant Secretary.
for Vocational and Adult Education

. -
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GAO RESPONSE

'Effects of teenage unemployment on criminal behavior,

GAO.agree8 that there is a possible link betKeen leek of 0
basic qualifications for a job and crime, but there is no hard'
evidence to substantiate this conjecture. Our survey showed
that variables related to a youths' relationship with his parents
have a strong influence on whether he will' engage in criminal 6e7--
haviof. The'ref'ore, we reiterate .the importance of doing further
research into the causes of crime. :

DOL employment and training programs

GAO generally agrees with DOE's recommendation but again
stresses the need'for addititnal research into the kinds of
programmatic approaches (Job-Corps, Street Acddemies, etc.)
that will raise the scholastic achievement level of disadvantaged

- youths.

Vocational education in secondary_ schools

GAO agrees that the established system of vocational educe-
tion at the secondary school level is an important and integral

kpart of the overall secondary school syitem. The target groups
we isolated, however, may include youths who have failed in

. the vocational courses as well as in the acadethic and general
courses. It lay be that the traditional vocational courses and
degree tracks have a role to play in improving the overall'
scholastic performance of our target group youths, but again we
stress the need for furtherresearch and evaluation.

ti
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

10 AUG 1961

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart
Director, Human Resources

Division
United States General

ACCounting Office
.. Washington, D.C. 20548

.,.

a,
Dear Mr. Ahart:

e

i
APPENDIX III

Office of Inspector General

.
Washington, D C. 20201.

The Secretary asked that .I respond to your request for our
comments on your draft report entitled, "Teenage Unemployment:
A Misunderstood Problem." The enclosed comments represent'
the tentative position of the Department and, are subject
to reevaluation4when the final version of this report is
received.

--..

We appreciate the opportunity to comment omthls draft
report before its publication.

J

.

Enclosure

..

1

Sincerely yours,

\,,..;

Richard P, Kusserow
Inspector General

1129 4
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APPENDIX III APPENDIX III

COMMENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES ON -

THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE'S DRAFT REPORT ENTIT4D,
:MENAGE UNEMPLOYMENT:' A MISUNDERSTOOD PROBLEM," PAD-81-34,
DATED JULY 10, 1981

This draft report makes no specific recommendations, but the
report does describe several conclusions from'the examinaltion
statistical data, which is the basis of the report. Their prin
cipal conclusion is that'programs for reducing the educational
achievement gap between'disedvantaged and advantaged teenagers
should be stressed rather than programs to provide work experi
ence. GAO also concludes that consideration should be given to
changing the treatment of Aid to FamiliAs With Dependent Children
(AFDC) teenagers' 'earningsto disregard all earnings of 14 to 17
yearolds, not just'the earnings of those whoare students... This
conlusion stems from a statistical correlation the auditors

4
found between out of school teenagers' unemployment andtheil-
presence in AFDC households.

Under present law--Section402(a)W(A) of the Social Security.
Act--the earnings of a.44ependent child are, in general, fully

' excluded in calculating Ehe family income if the child is a
student, but.not'if he /she is out of school.

We disagree with GAO's conclusion about a change in the law. We

view the current law gotas a "disincentive" to employment, but
as an "incentive" to teenagers to remain in, or return to educa
tional or training activities-.

The intent of the Present law is to keep children school
through secondary education on the premise that every child needs
and is entitled to a basic education to be successful in today's
society. When that intent is not achieved, children 16 and 17
years old are required under, current law and regulation to reg
ister for the Work Incenti've (WIN) Program when they are no
longer in school as a condition of continued AFDC eligibility.
For children under 16 who are out of school, the States decide
what is casual and inconsequential income and need not be counted
in determining the family grant. 4

Under new AFDC legislation, if the State's Plan includes a
Community Work Experience Program, .teenagers-4e6 16-18 wicrVe
!sot attending school' on a full time basis could be required to
participate by the State.

95 .1 .1 3
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GAO RESPONSE

Tlie current law is both a disincentive to work and an incen-
tive'to stay in school. The preferences and opportunities of.indi-
vidual teenagers on AFDC will determine which of these effects is
the most important. ?or those yo the who leave or want to leave
'school, and for whom immediate 0 rk would,he a better career start,
the regulation is a definite wor disincentive. For a youth Who
would be better off in the long un if he stayed in school, the
current regulation does reduce he temptation to drop out of school
and take a full-time job--it is an incentive to stay in school.

If the regulatiQn is changed to allow all youths to disregard
their earnings there will be two effects. First, some of they
youths who left school and did not work and those who would have
been better off'sut of school but were deterred by the regulation
will enter the labor force--a gain to society and to the individual
teenager. Second, some youths who' had stayed in school and were
made better off by staying will leave'school because of the greater
earnings opportunities now available to non-students--a loss to
society and to the individual.

We still feel, however, that "consideration should be
given to making changes . . ." in the direction of disregarding
the earnings of out-of-school youths 16-17 years old. The number
of non-working out-of-school youths and the number of in-school
youths who would be pOsitively affected may be quite large relative
to the number of youths who are gaining from staying in-school
and who would be teMpte,d out of school if the regulation were
changed. Because of the uncertainty involved, the best approach
might be to try out the new regulation in a few States on an

0. experimental basis. Follow up studies on effected youths could
be performedto determine if the Sample of 'those who left school
to take a full time job contained many who would have been better
off staying jin school.

9k6
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U.S. Department cif Labor

a.

'AUG 12 1981-

I

Mr. Gregory J. Aha
Ditector
Human'Resources.D1 ision
U.S. General A'aco Ming Office
Washington, D.C. * 20548

A
0

Dear Mr. Ahart:'

Assistant Secretary for
Employment and Training
Washington, D C. 20210

APPENDIX III

:44

This is in reply to your letter to the Secretary of
Labor, Raymond-Ai Donovan, requesting comments on the
draft GAO report entitled, "Teenage-Unemployment: A
Misunderstood.Pr blem."

The Department's response is enclosed.

The Department appreciates the opportunity to comment
on this repott.

Sincerely,

1 IA . ERT ANG I I

Assistant ecretafy of Labor

41
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APPENDIX III

U.S., Department of Lpbor's Response To
The Draft General,, Accounting Office

Repqrt) Entitled --

"Teenage Unemployment:C'
A A MisLindersto

Problem"

Recommendatiortll 1 t

APPENDIX III

The high measured rate of teenage unemployment does
not accurately indicate either the degree or the type
of labor market problems facing teenagers. Measures
of illiteracy must be stressed as much as, if not
`mere than, measures of unemployment.

Response: The Department concurs.

Comments: The Department acknowledges that the" universe
of need among teenagers seeking to paTti\iciate meaningfully

the labor market is broader than thee indicated
by unemployment s.atistics,alone. As we move towards
an increasingly technical,. highly skilled labor market,
it is clear that those lackillg dpasic educatidnal
skills--whether they are--eMpibyed, unemployed or letior
market "drop-outs" 7-are at a distinct competitive
disadvantage. In tiecoignTEion df this fact, the array
of programs authorized under the Youth Employment
and Demonstration Projects Act of 1977 and continued
through the CETA reauthoTi.zation of 1978 are designed
to serve a broad.population range: in-school youth,
underemployedyouth, school Arop-Louts, unemployed
youth, and to a. limited extent, youth who are not
ecopomic5lly disadvantaged.

The Department would add Ithe following pkovisos'to.
the draft's documentation of the universe of need:

o The use of CPS data may resu. in an underestimation
of the universe because the respondent tends
to be the had of household rather than the youth
him/herself;

r
)11.
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o The limitation of the universe of, need to the
economically disadvantaged precludes assistance
for those,"advantaged" youth who are illiterate
(Table 14);*

o The failure to include 14-15 year olds in the
universe of need overlooks a Population segment
currently served under CETA through the Youth
Employment and Training Program.(YETP) and the
Summer YouthEmployment Program (SYEP);

o The predominant reliance on unemployment data
dealing with male youth .shortchanges .the. female
universe of need, and totally excludes from discussion
the criticalsreldtionship between teenage pregnarilcy
and unemployment; sand

o The inclusion of-substantive data on the increasing
literacy needs of the labor.markeeLwould bolster
the argument for the interrekationship between
illiteracy and unemployment--e.g., the recorded. *
decline in unskilled jobs, the projected composition
of the labor market in the coming decade, the
literacy requirement's 'of "growte occupations,
etc. .

Recommendation #2

Programsdesigned .to alleviate the labof market
. problems facing teenagers should be Shifted ftom

a work experience emphasis towards providing
remedialftnd informational services to All those
teenagers who are deficient'in those areas.

ResPori5e:TheDelpartmene.concurs

Comments: As noted in the Youth Employment anA
Demonstration Projects Act of 1977, and reiterated

the CETA reauthorization of 1978 Title IV,
Part A, Section 411:. "It'is explicitly not the
purpose of thi part to provide make-work opportunities
for unemploye youth. Rather, it is the,purpose
to provide yo th, and particularly economically

;i
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.

disadvantaged' youth, with opportunities to idarn,
ft and earn that will lead to meaningful employment

or self-employment opportunities after they have
completed the program." 'The Department is committed
to fulfilling this statutory mandate through
the 'development and implemen,tion of multi-dimensiona
strategies for youth. ., ,

If is unclear which "PSE" activities .the draft
references in,rits disousbion"6"-the Departmeht's
programa for youth. Among-the arfay!,e4 youth
programs authorized under Title IV;ofCETA, only
one is/laigely work experience in ,nature:-. the
SummeriYouth BmploYment Program,(SYEP).

=

In assessing the'effectivenesS of the Departmeft's
programs in simbating youth .unemployment over
the past deca , the impact Of. other variables

. must be weighed as wel,1. Examples include'the
increased share that teenagers comprised of the .--
potential labor.force,itbe general-upward trend
in the unemployment rate during"tNs period,
and, as the draft itself.aotes,,,the possible
affect of increased coverage by:the minimum wage
law.

The Youth. Employment and Tra4ning Program (YETP)
provides a brdad range of transitionfservics
including remedial ed4dation`and.labor market

, information.. The Youth Ikcent-ivel EntAtiemtnt
lPilot ProjectsY/EPP),..are sppc'ifical/y de ignedl

to encourage retention/in school through the
incenti've of a guaranteed job.' It should be
noted that although a given program strategy
offers a, variety of services, 'this does not necessarily

-1. coincide with'sdch services being, utilized by
all-program participants (Table 16)."

The universe of need relatiye to.,y(itsth and their
-labor markeW problems cannot.e considered as
an,,uncifferentiated mess. Albhough,the report

-A\
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presents some very insightful analysis by disaggregat ''ng
the data several ways, it should be improved
by reaking down the youth population whenever
,the data perniit by finer age categories (16 -17,'
18-19', 20-21) matched with schobl enrollment
\itatus.

For example, a highly' respected study bytMathematica
'Inc. (198'Q) on JobCorps-enr flees highlighted
the following particulars-

4,

Only 25% of the enrollees who entered' ,Wo Corps
at, age 16, completed training compared to 40%
who entered.at age 19 and over.

o Aon9 completors, those 18 years of age or gounger
have a recorded placement rate of 70% with'one-
half of that number in Vaining-related jobs.

1'

o The placement rate .for completors 21 'years of
age and older was 77% with two- thirds of that
number in training related jobs.

,

Similarly, the disparate expectations of the
employer community in the competitive labor m rket
must' be considered in addition to the broad r ge
of potential "outcomes for different participa t
age groups. Accondiay the Department is currently
studying a variety of strategies-relating .ko
elfeotive means to meet the needs of youth and
employers from these'perspectives.

\,

Recommendation # 3
0

Prog'ams fdr reducing the educational achievement
gap between disadvantaged and advantaged teenagers
need to be stressed.

-Response: The Department doesnot concur.

Comments: In conformance with the data containetd
in this draft, this premise needs t9 be restated.
Table 12 of Chapter 3 of this draft indicates
that there, is below normal, educational attainment
for a higher number of adyantaged than disadvantaged

101
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youth. TAble 14 of the same cilapter demonstrates
that illiteracy rates are higher for advantaged
youth than disadvantaged youth. Therefore, it

'appears that this conclusion would be better
.stated as stressing programs that cvuld reduce
the n"uaber of teenagers who show evidence of
illiteracy, regardless of economic status.

}Recommendation #4

'The.deVelopment of micro data bases that ontain
...detailed, family baCkgroUnd, educational achievement,
and labor force information on a longitudinal
basis shoLL1d be encouraged.

Response: The Department concurs.

'Comments: Assuming that sufficient financial
=Tesources are availAble, 'the Department agrees
that the development, of information of this nature
should be encouraged. .

Recommendation #5 0

'st

%

AlternAtive systems for identifying and delivering
education and training services to disadvantaged
teenagers, should be studied. at:" .

Response: The Deparbmen't dotenot concur.

Comments :. This has already occurred a, large
4

extent through the numetous research, delmonstration
and evaluation activities-conducted under the

'.,authority of.the Youth Employment and Demonstration
Projects Act of 1977. As provided for in Title
II, Part C,'Subpart 3,,SeCtion'348 (a)(i) of
that statute; "The Sdcretaty of tabor is authorized.:.to
carry out indov,ativeand experimental programs
to test pew aRproaches for dealing,Oith the'unemployment
problems of 376%thsuch programs ghall include,
where,ap roptiate, cooperative arrangements with
educati al agencies.to provide spec,ial programs

"and se ices for eligible' participants.enrolled A`

" 'in se naary schools, postsecondary educational
utions and technical and trade= schools...."

4.
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Front' the Department's perspective, the task at
hand is no longer knowledge development; rather,
,.)the issue is transmission and utilization of
what research and demonstration have already
documented. The Depaktment has established a
system of centralized management assistance to
-"broker" such. information directly to CETA prime
sponsors. Continuing knowledge utilizati66-telative
to wi-raty-we haVe learned -regarding. a variety of .

training, employment and educational strategies
for youth will remain a Departmental priority
for the balance of the fiscal year.

APPENDIX III t
.1

Recommendation # 6

Further research is- needed to explore the connection
' between teenage unemployment pn6 crime.

Response: The Department does not concur.

Comments: As the draft notes, "the claim that-
a teenager's inabtlity to find a job can have
an effect on his '.or her propensity to commit.
a crime is intuitively plaUsible". Departmental
research efforts, such asan,analysii.of the
Supported Work demonstra0on by MDRC jnc. support
the draft's obser*atiom that such a cause/effect
relationship is difficult to document because.
of the number3Troa-t-Sible variables involved,.
thedifficulty of collecting reliable data on
criminal activity, and the seemingly uneven impact
of program intervention-on criminal activity.

The Department does not support further research
of a premise that is inherently difficult to
precisely'document, and, in fact, should be confirmed
by common sense alone. As the draft notes; "teenagers
unqualified for jobs are a serious"problem even
if they dl not commit crimes... that they may
also be contributing. to crime makes tpe situation
'even more urgent ".' The Department agrees that
phe relationship exists, and does not wish to
devote further resources to confirm this hypothesis.-

O
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Recommendation'# 7

APPENDIX

Consideration should be given, tb changing the
rules of the current AFDC program's° as to 'disregard

,all the earnings of dependent children Cages
14-17), regardless of their school status, when
calculating the families' entitlement._ 4 .

1

Response: The Department concurs.

Comments: This approach was sanctioned in the
1977 amendme4s to CEPA and in the reauthorization
of CETA.on October, 27, 1978. The latter oiletion
from Title IV, patt A, Subpart 4,'Section-44-6
is as 'follows: "Earnings and allowances received
by.any yotith under this part shall be disregarded

rlr'idetermining the eligibility of the youth's
'family for, and the amount of; any benefits based
on need under Federal or federally asSisted programs "."'

/ Th'e continuing problem in administering this
.statutory provision has been the difficulty in
. implementing national-level interagency arrangements
among.tbe Department of Labor and, the Departments
of,Health and Human Services, HouSing and Urban.
Development, and Agriculture at the operational
level. The local Caseworker who makes the'' determination
of ehtWement-may not be aware of the statutory
provisions of legislation implemq6ted by another
agency. 0'

i_ i,Obviously, in this instance, interagency and
intrigency communications need to be s4kengthened.
Also, other agencies might encourage.such provisions
in their authorizing legislation. In addition, ,

we may wish to extend this provision to other
CETA titles to maintain a work incentive among
disadvantaged youth.

As a related issue, tnie1 draft conclusion that living
in an AFDC household, per se, is a negative infliience
on teenage employment warrants further exploratiqn.
The impact of a number of variables-- earnings disregard;
parental role models, educational opportunities, etc. .;

-- should be sorted ou.tthrough additional research',
to a finer degree. a
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. GAO RESPONSE

Item #1

APPENDIX III

Werecognize that most of the refinements mentioned would
have improved our need estimates, although we.do not think any
of them are so significant that they invalidate our estimates.
Also, one of the provisos concerning reliance on data dealing
with male youths is not true. In chapter 2, where we discussed
the meaning and significance of the high measured rate of.unem-
ployment, we used mostly data on the male rate. In chapter 3,
however, we used data on both sexes throughout. We do agree
thOugh that more detailed data on female characteristics would
have been helpful.

.4 -

Item #2

We concur that the need analysis/would have been more helpful
if it had been broken down by more characteristics than unemploy-
ment experience and scholastic achievement. We do not fully agree,
however', that our analysis of-the effectiveness of the Department's
program over looked "the general trend in the unemployment rate
duting this period. . . Most analysts agree that the upward
trend in the overall rate of unemployment can be acounted for by.
compositional factors, such as the age/sex mix of the labor force
and a small upward trend in teenage unemployment.

Item #3

There appears to be some confusion_.here between rates of
Illiteracy and absolute numbers Of illiterate people. In table ,

12 of chapter 3it is shown. that there .is a higher incidence of
below normal attainment for in-school disadvantaged youth than
for in-school advantaged yOuth even thpugh the're are more (in ab-
.solute terms) below normal, advantaged yodth (895,100 vs. 333,000).
But, there are generally many more advantaged than disadvantaged
youth (17 million vs. 3 million).

Item #4

No-crinment necessary.
A

Item #5.

GAO agrees that the existing knowledge should be transmitted
and used. What we meant, however, was notes so much that DOL should
fund more projects but that they should keep monitoring what
developments were occur.ing in the various States and localities
that represent the spontaneous efforts of State and local govern-
ments, private sector organizations, and joint ventures bet -en

s-and-leeal -6. a-
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APPENDIX III APPENDIX III

. "dynamic" version of the clearinghouse function and Is one
that we hope DOL would. seek to achieve. Also, we do not
agree that there is enough DOL funded research on thebroad
and fundamental aspects of alternative delivery systems. For
example, the comment mentions that research and demonstration
results will be distributed to CETA prime sponsors, implying
that the CETA piime sponsor system itself is beyond being able
to negatively influence the outcomes of the system. GAO thinks
that-more research on the effectiveness of the existing CETA
system is needed,

Item #6

GAO does not concur with this DOL comment because we think
it Is tantamount to saying that because it is difficult to,pin
down the cause of a disease that research on the disease should
be halted. GAO feels that research on the determinants of a

criminal behavior among young people should be a major research
priority. If the DOL does not want to do the research than
another department should be given lead responsibility.

Item #7
4

GAO concurs with this comment. We also heartily agree with
,DOL's recommendation that more,research on the topic is needed.

PV.

41.
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